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Programme Documentation
Melanesian Cultural Heritage Management
1. Summary
One of the greatest challenges faced by Pacific Island countries in an age of economic rationalism and ever decreasing public expenditure is to maintain the delicate balance between the need for national and local economic development and the maintenance of cultural identity as expressed in tangible and intangible forms. Western economic and social
values have impacted on traditional cultural systems and beliefs and have necessitated
the introduction of cultural heritage management concepts to address some consequences
of these changed attitude. The assessment of these threats and the development of policies and best practice options to respond to these threats in a informed manner require
the cooperation of heritage agencies on a regional scale.
The objective of the Melanesian Cultural Heritage Management Programme is to
strengthen the region's capabilities in cultural heritage management in a holistic fashion by
setting up mechanisms that ensure a sustainable approach beyond interpersonal relationships. A number of projects have been designed in the areas of cultural heritage policy
and planning, legislation and education, as well as direct impact management, which are
aimed at the development of a national and regional strategy embedded in a comprehensive cultural policy framework. The coordination of the projects and activities is ensured
by the establishment of a Cultural Advisory Council comprising representatives from all
five participating countries (Fiji, New Caledonia, Papua New Guinea, Solomon Islands
and Vanuatu), assisted by a coordinating officer appointed and paid for the duration of
the five-year programme.
The state of the cultural heritage management sector in Melanesia is very uneven, with
some of the countries having in place a well trained and equipped staff and infrastructure, while other countries lack comparatively basic facilities. To ensure the success of the
programme and to provide a basis for a sustainable future of cultural heritage management in Melanesia, there is a need to make available some funding to overcome the limitations posed by low staff levels.
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2. Background
2.1 Regionality
Melanesia is that part of south-western Oceania comprising the four independent nations
of the Republic of Fiji, Papua New Guinea, the Solomon Islands and the Republic of Vanuatu, as well as the French Overseas Territory of New Caledonia (figure 1).1 Because of
the common cultural bond between the Melanesian countries that sets them apart from
the rest of Oceania, and because of common, shared problems in the sector addressal of
which is well beyond the means of the individual countries, all cultural heritage management action should treat Melanesia as a region rather than as individual countries funded
on a bilateral basis. In view of the sparsity of technical expertise a regional programme
approach also ensures that the skill bases in the region is broadened and deepened and
thus the reliance on non-regional expertise is reduced.

2.2 Features of the sector
The five countries of Melanesia have very diverse geography perhaps the most outstanding features of which are the scattered nature of the island chains that form the countries
and the dense tropical rain forest. For reasons of geography, contact within and between
countries has been and still is very limited. Communities and cultural groups are separated by vast tracks of open sea in some of the countries and in others by impenetrable
mountain ranges. The countries have a rich bio-diversity and spectacular natural environment. Politically all countries except New Caledonia have been independent for 15-20
years and have enjoyed relative political stability. However, the countries are economically poor and are constantly under pressure to seek ways of earning export income. Most
rely heavily on aid programs from a range of donor countries and on institutions such as
the World Bank and the Asian Development Bank. This pressure to seek foreign income
has posed real and potential threats to the culture and the cultural heritage of the countries. Issues such as logging, tourism, fishing and mining and the influence of foreign education and religious systems have combined to present considerable threats to the culture
of these countries.
These countries exhibit a magnificent diversity of culture and cultural heritage: thousands
of different languages and a range of customs, material culture and anthropological and
archaeological features. Responsibility for the cultural heritage management is poorly defined and tends to be spread around a range of different agencies. The geographical limitations of access coupled with limited funding means that management actions are often

1

New Caledonia is an 'Overseas Country and Territory' entity (OCT) in EU nomenclature, and the four countries
are African Carribean-Pacific countries (ACP members); all five are recognised under and/or signatories to the
Lome IV convention. All five entities, henceforth referred to as 'countries' regardless of their political status,
are eligible for funding under the regionality criteria as defined in article 157 of the Lome IV convention. This
implies that any such project fulfils the regionality criteria, to which two or more of the five countries
subscribe to.
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limited to the capital city and those areas that are accessible by road from the capital
city. There are, however, examples of programmes that successfully involve the local
communities in the heritage conservation efforts.

Papua New Guinea

Solomon Is.

Fiji
Vanuatu

New Caledonia
Figure 1. Map of Melanesia

The regional heritage management sector is very diverse and none of the countries are in a
comparable position. Staffing levels of the National Museums, for instance, range from
less than a dozen as in the case of the Solomon Islands, to over 100 as in the case of
PNG. Likewise the technical expertise both in terms of overall numbers and degree of
training is varied. Common to all countries is the general absence of non-government organisations active in the cultural heritage fields with the exception of the University of the
South Pacific (USP) and the University of Papua New Guinea (UPNG), which offer sociology/anthropology and archaeology (UPNG) courses. Local community involvement
varies from a well developed fieldworker programme in Vanuatu to a complete lack of
such a structure in New Caledonia. A language barrier is posed between the francophone
New Caledonia and Anglophone Papua New Guinea, Fiji and the Solomon Islands, with
bilingual Vanuatu in the middle.
While regional coordination is absent outside Pacific-wide fora such as PARBICA and
PIMA, a beginning has been made by the meeting of the cultural officers of the Melanesian
Spearhead Group (MSG) to Coordinate the Melanesian Arts Festival planned for the year
2000.
Experiences garnered during the various steps of the preparation of this programme proposal have shown that the staffing in all countries is very low, and that the trained skill
base is very shallow considering the tasks demanded from to the heritage management
authorities/agencies. As a result an inordinate workload rests on too few shoulders. Any
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additional workload, among them some of the proposed regional and subregional activities, will place further strain on the system.
The problems specified in section 2.4. are drawn from the general pool of issues raised
during the consultation (for the problem analysis see Annex 2). The intervention logic assumes a regional approach and has identified problems common to all countries.

2.3 Beneficiaries and parties involved
The principal beneficiaries of the proposed projects to be executed under the umbrella
programme are the local communities, as steps are taken to ensure the long-term survival
of their cultural resources, both tangible (eg. sites and places) and intangible (eg. traditions, practices etc.) through interventive means, such as the development of policy and
planning, through protective means, such as legislative developments, and educative means,
such as formal (school) and general public education.
The parties involved in the execution of the projects, and thus the beneficiaries of the
training components embedded in the programme, are cultural resource management
agencies, such as museums, cultural centres, government departments, and the education
system, as well as, where appropriate, non-government agencies of the participating
countries.

2.4 Problems to be addressed
Across the board, cultural heritage management does not have a high status among decision makers as its significance and pivotal role in the maintenance of cultural and national identity has become clouded by the perception that cultural heritage management
stands in the way of economic development, or that it is secondary to general economic
development.
The review and the in-country consultation have shown at length that most countries and
agencies have substantial skills in the heritage management field, but that the cross-sectoral and even intra-sectoral integration of the activities and expertise is limited to interpersonal relationships, leading to a fractionation and, on occasion, to a duplication of
heritage management efforts. In view of the political nature of cultural heritage management and the potential that changing political fortunes may impact on the permanence of
staff it is imperative that the management and the cross-sectoral cooperation be formalised. While interpersonal contact is vital to improve a smooth integration between departments etc., it cannot form the basis to ensure long term cooperation.
The main problems encountered can be grouped into: (i) limited breadth and depth of the
staff base in the CHM agencies; (ii) limitations to regional cooperation of duplication of
efforts; (iii) limited integration of cultural heritage activities by the various agencies on a
national of subnational level; (iv) limitations in the applicability and appropriateness of
cultural heritage legislation; (v) underdeveloped capability to adequately assess the impact of economic and social developments; (vi) limited integration of cultural heritage into
wider community; and (vii) limitations to funding mechanisms to respond to unforeseen
demands. Annex 2 shows the problem tree.
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Limited breadth and depth of the staff base in the CHM agencies
The regional review has shown that there is a serious shortage of skilled staff in some
countries which prevents the CHM agencies from embarking on projects other than the
basic maintenance of the status quo. While the need for more ambitious and comprehensive projects is recognised by agency staff, the lack of funding for additional positions is
perceived to be main cause. In this respect the region is not at all different from other developing countries.

Limitations to regional cooperation or duplication of efforts
There is a need for ongoing formal communication of Cultural Heritage Management officials. At present this occurs in an informal manner on occasion of PIMA / PARBICA /
UNESCO meetings, where other Pacific-wide agenda items dominate the proceedings. Regrettably the concern was expressed that the main challenge to any regional co-operation
in the rapid and unpredictable turn over of staff and country coordinators/points of contact. Thus new members of boards need to be briefed on various events, thus limiting the
effectiveness of the meeting. On the other hand, there is precedence for a board where the
representatives, drawn from respective countries, have been selected purely because of
their ability and their proven leadership (eg. Vaka Moana Board). The setback in such a
scheme is that these representatives may act without the political backing of their governments and thus prove to be effective people without political power.

Limited integration of cultural heritage activities by the various agencies on a national of
subnational level
Substantial programs and skills exist but (i) the activities of various cultural heritage
agencies both in the national and the cultural heritage provincial level are not as fully articulated; (ii) the cohesiveness of the cultural heritage management approach is not given
leading to duplication of efforts on the one hand and loss of opportunity on the other;
(iii) the integration of national and provincial cultural heritage policies and objectives is
underdeveloped complicating the implementation of nation-wide programmes (iv) multiyear strategic planning of cultural heritage management needs and programmes is underdeveloped; (v) future needs of the staff skill base have not been assessed endangering the
implementation of multi-year, management programmes.

Limitations in the applicability and appropriateness of cultural heritage legislation
In some countries the legislation was written as early as the 1940s and in most cases at a
time when development projects, such as large-scale mining and logging did not exist.
While in the mean time those projects have become common the regulatory safeguards to
ensure that heritage sites and traditions are protected from undue impacts have not kept
up with these changes. Likewise, the artefact trade has become more organised as the
economic gains have increased manifold. As a result, the protective legislation is outdated
limiting the possible best practice responses by national authorities.

Underdeveloped capability to adequately assess the impact of economic and social
developments
The Melanesian countries have increasingly come under pressure to utilise their natural
and human resources for economic gain. Many of the resources extraction and articles
(mining, logging) infrastructure development (roads, factories, etc) and tourism developFINAL REPORT
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ments (resorts, hotels) have endangered the tangible cultural heritage (secret/sacred sites,
archaeological sites, historical sites) as well as the cultural traditions placing these sites
as well as the communities into cultural context. The impact management capabilities of
the enforcement agencies (which need not be the heritage management authorities) are underdeveloped and usually limited to some components of the required spread of skills.
Economic pressures on the national / provincial government and the community, as well
as the political pressures exerted on the community by the national government often imply that cultural heritage concerns are only inadequately considered and addressed in the
decision making process. There is a dearth of case studies that documents the report of
development activities by time series investigations beginning with a predevelopment survey and carried through to repeated follow-up investigations.

Limited of integration of cultural heritage into the wider community
This finds expression in (i) fears that school system is devaluing traditional values and
undermining awareness of cultural heritage, which this translates into a lack of awareness, appreciation and sympathy by school leavers and young adults, many of who will
go on to become decision makers; (ii) traditional skills (eg craft, medicine, house building,
etc.) are not being passed on to the younger generation, which is a result of the young not
being interested and the elders not willing/prepared to pass on traditional skills; (iii)
limited skills in institutions, eg, museums/cultural centres to foster and facilitate the
transmission of traditional skills and values and cultural heritage; and (iv) limited co-operation/integration between agencies that have a role in cultural heritage, eg, school experience curriculum development section, museum/cultural centres/ commissions, tourism
and environmental agencies.

Limitations to funding mechanisms to respond to unforeseen demands
Most of the funding avenues open to CHM agencies are limited to very small amounts
(ambassadorial discretionary funds) or are bilateral arrangements, where CHM unfavourably competes with economic development projects. The only exception is the Australian South Pacific Cultures Fund grants scheme dedicated to cultural affairs.
The current funding approval processes of aid donors, where the indeed recognise cultural
and heritage needs as legitimate fundable elements, are on the whole cumbersome with
long delays between the application and the final approval of the budget. Because of
these processes, the funding is usually limited to large sums of money.
The CHM agencies all face unexpected small and medium-scale funding needs which cannot be planned for as the needs arise out of natural disaster emergencies and out of unexpected training and conference options. There is a need for a small grants programme that
is dedicated to the cultural heritage management field so that the proposed projects do
not compete with the economic development proposals that tend to receive a priority
rating by the national governments. A model for such a programme could be South Pacific
Cultures Fund, administered by the Australian Department for Foreign Affairs.

2.5 Other operations
Independent from the proposed programme some national training programmes have been
set in train, which can be drawn on to maximise the impact of the EU-funded projects.
An example is the TOKPLES project in PNG, which provides locally produced local lanFINAL REPORT
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guage curriculum materials the recent opening of the Vanuatu Cultural Centre in Port Vila
and the current construction of the Centre Cultural Jean Marie Tjibaou in Noumea.

2.6 Documentation available
The programme proposal is based on a feasibility study conducted by Dirk H.R. Spennemann, Robert Meyenn (both Charles Sturt University) and Kate Vusoniwailala (Fiji Museum) as well as a systematic assessment of the strategic issues underpinning the current
state of affairs. The findings of the study have been set out in a series of documents
(Annex 3), most specifically the Country Reports Fiji, New Caledonia and Vanuatu and
the strategic issues document:
Spennemann, Dirk H.R. & Meyenn, Robert J. (1996) Melanesian Cultural Heritage
Management Identification Study. Strategic Issues Document. Report to the Forum
Secretariat. Johnstone Centre of Parks, Recreation and Heritage Report Nº 61.
Albury: Charles Sturt University, Johnstone Centre of Parks, Recreation and
Heritage.

In addition, a number of published and unpublished resources are available which
demonstrate the range of CHM activities in Melanesia and the current state of legislation
and thought on cultural policy in the region (Annex 4). Of particular interest are:
Eoe, S.M. and Swadling. P. (1991a) Museums and cultural centres in the Pacific. Port
Moresby, Papua New Guinea National Museum.
Lindstrom, L. and White, G.M. (1994a) Culture-Kustom-Tradition. Developing
Cultural Policy in Melanesia. Suva: Institute of Pacific Studies, University of the
South Pacific.
Galipaud, J.-C., Roe, D. (1994) Rapport Final. Inventaire des Sites Culturel et
Historiques du Vanuatu: decsiption, evaluation et recmmandations du projet. Projet
EDF Nº 6ACP VA-16&7 ACP Va-2. Port Vila: The Vanuatu Cultural and Historic
Sites Survey.

3. Intervention
The intervention detailed below is based on the recognition that the sector is very diverse
and that the needs as well as the political structures of the various countries differ to
such a degree that it influences the outcomes. The intervention logic sees an umbrella programme under which a number of projects can be executed which address well definable,
yet interrelated purposes: (i) the Regional Coordination Project; (ii) the Heritage Policy
Project; (iii) the Heritage Legislation Project; (iv) the Heritage Planning Project; (v) the
Heritage Education Project; (vi) the Heritage Management Project; and the (vii) the Heritage Small Grants Scheme Project. These projects in turn have a number of purposes to
which activities are attached.
This multi-strand strategy for intervention was chosen to ensure a compartmentalisation
of the proposed programme as it permits the semi-independent execution of the proposed
projects. This feature provides greater flexibility should unforseen circumstances hinder
the execution of some project elements. The underlying strategy for all intervention activities is the establishment a network of regional and national co-operation at various levels
and in various sub-disciplines, to generate a web-like common purpose in heritage manFINAL REPORT
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agement. The second strategy interwoven through the projects is the provision of substantial skill transfer. This will achieve the broadening and deepening of the existing skill
base which is required to ensure sustainability of the programme after the end of EU
funding. In order to establish a self-perpetuating and thus sustainable system of skill
transfer it is imperative that the involvement of outside consultants in the skill transfer is
limited to those aspects that cannot be satisfied within the region, and that after that initial training outside involvement is negligible.

3.1 Overall objectives
The overall objective of the Melanesian Cultural Heritage Management Programme is the
strengthening of the region's capabilities in cultural heritage management in a holistic
fashion while ensuring that all mechanisms established under the programme are designed
for long-term sustainability and actions taken on the national level have benefits on the
regional or cross-country level and vice versa.

3.2 Programme purpose
The purpose of the Melanesian Cultural Heritage Management Programme is to improve
the national capacity to adequately and proactively manage the national and provincial
cultural heritage through the establishment of regional cooperation at various levels in all
main components of cultural heritage thereby facilitating to mutually benefit from best
practice responses developed by individual agencies in the member countries. To this effect a number of projects have been identified and defined which have the follwoing purposes:

Regional Coordination Project
The purpose of the Regional Coordination Project is the improved regional coordination
of heritage management efforts in Melanesia through the establishment of a regional cultural heritage management network. The regular exchange of information and the coordination of national and regional actions for the benefit of the region as a whole can be
achieved through the appointment the Cultural Advisory Council, of an advisory board
drawn from experienced heritage officers with proven leadership. The purpose of the
project shall be achieved with limited cost to ensure long-term viability and sustainability
with expenditure limited to the travel costs of the board.
The Cultural Advisory Council shall provide leadership in cultural heritage policy, coordinate the various heritage management efforts of the programme, coordinate the cooperation with other international organisations dealing with similar projects, such as UNESCO, ICCROM etc. to prevent duplication of effort, provide oversight over teams executing parts of the Melanesian Cultural Heritage Management Programme and administer
and co-ordinate the Small Cultural Grants Scheme.
The coordination of the various projects proposed in the programme as well as the coordination of the meetings and administration of the Cultural Advisory Council can be
achieved through and the establishment of a small but efficient coordinating office comprising of a executive coordinator and a secretarial support person and a salary allocation of ECU 200,000 over five years for the two staff positions.
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Heritage Policy Project
The purpose of the Heritage Policy Project is the establishment of a cohesive policy
framework facilitating the formulation of an overarching national policy governing cultural
heritage management and a series of provincial cultural policies in a fashion that is in
compliance with the national cultural policy without having a deleterious effect on the
provinces aspirations.

Heritage Legislation Project
The purpose of the Heritage Legislation Project is the establishment of a cohesive national
and provincial legislative framework facilitating the management and development of a
nation’s cultural heritage at the national and provincial levels while ensuring that the heritage legislation reflects the countries' needs at the threshold of the third millennium to
adequately protect and manage their heritage in the face increasing pressures by economic
and social development

Heritage Planning Project
The purpose of the Heritage Planning Project is the development of a cohesive national
and provincial planning framework based on a recurrent planning cycle with performance
evaluation and the empowerment of the national agencies to carry out the planning process in a holistic, cross-sectoral fashion.

Heritage Education Project
The purpose of the Heritage Education Project is an overall improvement in Cultural Heritage Education. through ensuring that cultural heritage is embedded as a significant component in all forms and stages of education and that co-operation between educational
institutions and cultural entities occurs to further mutual aims.

Heritage Management Project
The purpose of the Heritage Management Project is the improved Impact Management by
ensuring that the cultural heritage is not unduly impaired by modern physical and
ideological development processes without well informed due process through the
empowerment of local communities to understand and appreciate the implications
various types of development will have on them.

Heritage Small Grants Scheme Project
The purpose of the proposed Heritage Small Grants Scheme Project The Cultural Advisory Council is seen as the key element in ensuring sustainability and continuity of effort.
The proposed Cultural Heritage Small Grants Scheme (
below) is seen as the 'glue'
that facilitates the smooth operation of the various activities beyond the scope of the
proposed projects.

p
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3.3 Results
Regional Coordination Project
Upon completion, the Regional Coordination Project will have established the Cultural
Advisory Council comprising five individuals appointed for their skill and expertise, and
five people appointed at the discretion of their respective governments to provide the political backing for decisions made. The smooth coordination of the various programme efforts overseen by the Cultural Advisory Council is ensured through six-monthly meetings
of the council and the activities of a coordinator's office established in one of the countries and staffed with an executive officer and one secretarial support person. The project
will have established regional co-ordination with NGO's and international agencies for
purposes of funding and cooperation in activities; increased and diversified funding for
Melanesian cultural heritage projects; established a regional archive of cultural heritage resource materials and a graded system of professional and semi-professional publications
for the dissemination of information.

Heritage Policy Project
Upon completion, the Heritage Policy Project a National Cultural Convention will have
been held that provides high status focus for cultural matters and which will result in
formulated National cultural policy(ies). Likewise, on the provincial levels, a series of
Provincial Cultural Conventions will result in formulated provincial cultural policies.

Heritage Legislation Project
Upon completion, the Heritage Legislation Project will ensure that a set of regional minimum legislative standards has been developed by a regional heritage legislation review
group which allows to update the existing national and provincial heritage legislation, or
to formulate new legislation where there is none. Further, provisions have ben made to ensure that law enforcement agencies are briefed/trained in the new legislation.

Heritage Planning Project
Upon completion of the Heritage Planning Project the planning capabilities of the various
national and provincial government and non government agencies and institutions will
have been enhanced, and the countries will have reviewed the activities of each cultural
heritage management agency and developed a five-year action plan for each cultural heritage management agency with institutional management plans operative, founded upon
five-year national and provincial cross-sectoral heritage management plans

Heritage Education Project
The Heritage Education Project will have drawn on successful national examples and developed a regional approach to the inclusion of culture and cultural heritage in all forms
of education. In particular, upon completion of the Heritage Education Project culturally
sensitive primary school and secondary school curricula will have been developed in all
participating countries, as well as culturally sensitive teacher training, which enables
teachers to teach cultural studies as a stand-alone subject as well as a component in other
subjects. While the make-up of the individual curricula will be a national prerogative,
there is much common ground and common needs that make a regional approach a necessity. This teaching will be able to draw on locally produced curriculum materials and
FINAL REPORT
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resources available in local languages where appropriate. Furthermore, cultural programmes will have been developed that cater for non-formal education and demonstration projects showcasing the development of public education materials will have been
executed.

Heritage Management Project
Upon completion, the Heritage Management Project will have established regional technical infrastructure to effectively conduct in-depth impact reviews assessments; enhanced
regional technical capability to conduct in-depth impact reviews and assessments; and
enhanced regional impact management capability at the community interface.

Heritage Small Grants Scheme Project
The ongoing Small Grants Scheme project has established a variety of funding opportunities for a range of small and medium-scale projects. The small grants scheme will have
provided funding support for those projects that had to been funded on comparatively
short notice (<6 months). The administration occurred by the Coordinating Officer and
approved by the Cultural Advisory Council .

3.4 Activities
The proposed activities have been set out under the relevant projects.

Regional Coordination Project
A number of activities have been designed to implement the Regional Coordination Project.
•

The establishment of the Cultural Advisory Council will entail the selection of a
Technical Advisory Committee comprised of selected specialists from each country
who shall be appointed as individuals for a 5-year tenure (one member per country);
and the selection of a Political Advisory Committee, whose members shall be nominated by the respective countries. Ideally members of both committees shall be
drawn from senior officers with expertise in and responsibility for cultural heritage
management. To ensure that political will is effected it is desireable that the Political Advisory Committee comprise of the Ministers of Culture (Annex 8). Nominations to the council shall be limited to Melanesians for the sake of long-term sustainability of the programme (see figure 2).

•

The operations of this council are facilitated by a system of regular 6-monthly meetings of at least a quorum to ensure appropriate discharge of responsibilities. The
meetings of the Cultural Advisory Council should occur on a rotational basis in each
of the countries to ensure local exposure and provision of status to the cultural
agencies in the country. The CAC is charged with a range of responsibilities (Annex
7).

•

The daily functions of the Cultural Advisory Council shall be maintained by an Coordinating Officer, drawn from the pool of senior officers from Melanesian Spearhead Group member countries with expertise in and responsibility for cultural heritage management (Annex 9). This Coordinating Officer shall coordinate the approval process of the European Union Melanesian Small Cultural Grants Scheme;
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coordinate the activities of the various teams executing parts of the Melanesian Cultural Heritage Management Programme; support and administer actions of the Cultural Advisory Council and ensure contact with and information flow between the
participating countries between the meetings (Annex 10). The location of the Coordinating Office should be decided by the CAC. Ideally it would be located in the
Solomon Islands or Vanuatu as both countries have a dearth of regional institutions

Melanesian Spearhead Group

directs

informs

Cult ura l A dvi sory Counci l
Technical Advisory Committee

Political Advisory Committee

1 heritage manager/ country
appointed on merit for 5 years
Fiji

New
Caledonia

Papua
New
Guinea

Solomon
Islands

Minister for Culture from each country
representing the national government of the day
Vanuatu

directs

Fiji

New
Caledonia

answers to

Coordinating Officer
provides day-to-day
programme implementation and oversight

Figure 2. Suggested structure of the Cultural Advisory Council
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•

Arranging for the regional co-ordination with NGO's and international agencies for
purposes of funding and cooperation in cultural heritage activities
Integration of the courses offered by regional tertiary education providers into the
national and regional cultural heritage management structure.

•

The conduct of a grant writing workshop to develop and enhance great writing skills
among the relevant agencies to diversify and enlarge the funding base for Melanesian cultural heritage projects

•

The establishment of a regional archive (both hard copy and WWW) of cultural
heritage resource materials ensures that best practice studies, policies, legal information and the like are accessible to the national and regional community. This can
be achieved by

•

The establishment of graded system of professional and semi-professional publications for the dissemination of information comprising: a regional newsletter, to disseminate the major findings; a semi-professional publication series for distribution
in schools and community centres; and a professional monograph series.
With the exception of the establishment of the Cultural Advisory Council the results of
the project are independently achievable and not tied into a strict time frame. All results
are contributing to the development of a network of regional cooperation that can accommodate shifts in national policy without sacrificing the cultural heritage management
effort as a whole.

Heritage Policy Project
A number of activities have been designed to implement the Heritage Policy Project:
•

The establishment of a Roving Regional Planning & Policy Task Force, comprising of
country-nominated members and two appointed outside experts/facilitators to assist with the training and national conventions. The members of the task force shall
be trained to organise and facilitate provincial conventions including skills in participant observation techniques, in arriving at consensus decisions and in meeting facilitation.

•

The coordination and conduct of a National Cultural Convention in each of the
participating countries aimed at developing a National Cultural Policy in a fashion
that ensures that the outcomes of the convention are in-country driven, conceptualised, developed and ultimately ‘owned’ by the participants of the convention.
There will be a need for facillitators, but they should remain in the background and
steer but not control the dynamics of the meeting. The convention would ideally be
conducted in a village/resort setting away from the national capital to minimise the
element of the obligations on the participants. In the preparation phase emphasis is
to be placed on ensuring comprehensive stakeholder involvement in the planning
and eventual participation of representatives from all relevant national and
provincial agencies involved with or charged with matters relating to cultural heritage.

•

The establishment of a National Planning & Policy Task Force, comprising of national and province-nominated members. The members of the task force shall be
trained by the Roving Regional Planning & Policy Task Force to organise and facilitate provincial conventions.
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•

The coordination and conduct of a series of Provincial Cultural Conventions in
fashion similar to that of the national conventions.

•

The National Planning Team will conduct intra-organisational review of cultural
policies of national and provincial agencies and institutions to bring these policies
into line with the newly agreed national and provincial policy.

Heritage Legislation Project
A number of activities have been designed to implement the Heritage Legislation Project:
•

Establish a Regional Heritage Legislation Review Group comprising national cultural
heritage management officers (one each per country) and national attorney generals/national legal drafting authorities (one each per country), be selected with emphasis on experience in cultural heritage related law enforcement. The Regional Heritage Legislation Review Group shall be assisted in its task by the Regional Heritage
Legislation Advisory Group, a group of extra-regional experts drawn from a pool of
Universities, regional and international organisations (UNESCO, ICOMOS,
LAWASIA etc.) all serving as advisers in an honorary capacity.

•

Review of the demands of economic and social developments place on the cultural
resources in Melanesia leading to the development of a set of ideal provisions in the
heritage legislation ensuring regional, bilateral and multilateral cooperation.

•

Development of a set of regionally agreed upon minimum standards drawn from the
set of ideal provisions, ensuring uniform responses to external pressures.

•

Development of a framework for an effective in-country review of national and/or
provincial heritage legislation.

•

The establishment of a regional depository (preferably on-line) of all heritage legislation in the Melanesian region with best practice examples from other Pacific Island
countries provides a resource base.

•

Conduct a review of national and provincial heritage legislation in the light of the
(new) cultural policy by assessing the comprehensiveness and applicability and
functionality of existing legislation in view of existing and anticipated development
pressures and considering (inter alia) traditional cultural heritage sites and practice;
historic archaeology/heritage sites; maritime archaeology/heritage sites and by assessing the effectiveness of current law enforcement options by means of a review
case histories of known law infringements and law enforcement activities taken
drawn from a compilation of known law infringements.

•

conduct a series of training courses for national and provincial law enforcement
agencies (such as custom, policy navy patrol boat crews, air port security); and the
regional judiciary in the provisions and reasons for the provisions of the national
and provincial heritage protection legislation and the value of cultural resources for
national identity and individual self esteem.

Heritage Planning Project
A number of activities have been designed to implement the Heritage Planning Project:
•

Establishment and training national planning teams (to continue later as an interdepartmental committees to synchronise future activities) by conducting a regional
training project to enhance national planning capacity in heritage and cultural man-
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agement. These teams will execute a number of national planning tasks including a
national cultural heritage needs assessment (Annex 7)
•

Development of a five-year national cross-sectoral heritage management plan by assessing the national objectives for the next five years (derived from national policy);
determining the priority of project actions to address the limitations of current
knowledge and address the greatest social and economic development-induced
threats; determining the feasibility of implementing the objectives and the identified
priority projects/actions given the current level of government funding and staff expertise; and identifying the possible options for funding the non-government funded
projects.

•

Repeat previous activities on a provincial level.

•

Empowerment of those agencies, government departments, ministries, museums,
cultural centres, non-government organisations etc. engaged in the cultural affairs in
the widest sense to carry out internal planning effort w.r.t. staffing training needs,
community, etc., etc. compliant with and complementing the national and provincial
planning goals by conducting intra-agency training project to develop institutional
planning capacity and determining the level of compliance of agency with role assigned to it by (new?) national policy.

Heritage Education Project
A number of activities have been designed to implement the Heritage Education Project:
•

Establishment of a Regional Public Education Curriculum Development Team comprising one cultural officer and one curriculum development specialist nominated by
each country as well as regional/extra-regional experts drawn from a Public Education Curriculum Development Advisory Board as needed. Training for the team in
non-formal public education; the integration of resources with educational objectives; the varieties of public interpretation tools; and the limitations of such processes.

•

Revision of the existing primary school/elementary and secondary school curricula
by conducting a curriculum review in the light of cultural policies and consultation
with local communities in the provinces.

•

Training both pre-service and in-service teachers the skills to introduce English as a
second language rather than ‘immersion’ and use as language of instruction, a training to empower the teachers to develop their own culturally appropriate teaching
strategies and resources; and the training to teach in vernacular languages where
appropriate and the conduct of a recruitment drive to employ local language proficient staff for under represented areas/languages.

•

Locally produced curriculum materials shall be developed for elementary and primary levels (and secondary schools where appropriate) as local curriculum materials development demonstration projects in the community with the regional curriculum materials development team providing expertise and the national team providing the coordination

•

Devise strategies that value and incorporate the role of traditional elders in the
transmission of cultural heritage by (i) assessing willingness of traditional elders to
transmit traditional cultural heritage issues and (ii) encouraging the notion of an
obligation to teach and pass on traditional skills and knowledge as the distinguish-
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ing feature of self w.r.t. other communities and island groups, aided by assigning a
formal status of recognition to the elders participating in the teaching scheme, such
as the establishment of a system of living national treasures to honour regionally acknowledged experts of their crafts.
•

Develop a compulsory foundation subject on cultural heritage issues to be offered
by all regional Pacific universities comprising a uniform Pacific Island and a uniform
Melanesia sections well as country-specific sections.

•

Expand the public education potential of the mass media through (i) the development of newspaper inserts with print overruns being used as booklets, museum
newspapers; articles in Government gazettes' airline in-flight magazines' and resource materials for tourists, tour guides and tourism operators. Develop a semiprofessional publication series for distribution in regional cultural centres and secondary schools; (ii) assessing the viability of a Cultural Centre/Museum owned and
operated non-commercial TV service accessing a largely urbanised population; (iii)
developing the integration of radio broadcasts into primary school curricula to offset the lack of trained teachers and to offset the costs of bringing in resource persons; (iv) establish a system whereby cultural radio and TV programs are exempt
from fees; (v) reviewing the feasibility to establish a government broadcasting authority, which governs, to a degree, the content of local radio and TV broadcasts.

•

Develop public education materials for government agencies and entities such as a
training package for national and provincial law enforcement agencies; a training
package for the regional judiciary and a legal information package for developers.

Heritage Management Project
A number of activities have been designed to implement the Heritage Management
Project:
•

Establishment of a national and regional GIS capability to enable the heritage management agencies to compare and combine various relevant data sets (soil, vegetation, erosion, precipitation, archaeological site distribution etc. etc.) when conducting an impact assessment. This will be achieved by drawing on and interfacing with
in-country GIS programming expertise and providing overview training for all national heritage managers to ensure the capabilities of the system, as well as its limitations are appreciated, and in-depth training for relevant impact manager staff
and conducting background data entry/convert selected site records to GIS compliant data sets.

•

Establishment of a data network required to coordinate the impact management
networks by establishing a cross regional database system to exchange information
of sites and items of material culture in a uniform exchange format as a mechanism
which allows individual countries to add to he regional database ('publish' ) those
sites and items on which they wish to share information, for example by publishing
images of items held in village settings to inhibit their illegal export.

•

Establishment of a Regional SWAT team comprising of one indigenous archaeologists from each country to conduct five (5) demonstration projects of integrated impact assessment w.r.t. archaeological/ historical, and social facets. These five projects would ideally focus on the following 5 concept areas: mining; logging; tourism
development; infrastructure development (road/pipelines); environmental hazards
(cyclone, earthquake, tsunami, volcano). The demonstration projects entail the
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training of cultural heritage officers in techniques and strategies to negotiate with
developers and impact assessment experts hired by developers; and the formal review of the findings of the field study of the impact assessment and the determination of the impact of the proposed development in a provincial and national context, resulting in the publication of the results of the impact assessments and reviews on the following levels: academic/professional; semi-professional; and community information (regional, national, local).
•

Enhance community capabilities to assess the impact of proposed developments
through the development of a public education programme to empower local communities to reach informed decisions by being able to undertake their own low-level
threat assessments; to educate the local community on the significance and importance of places and traditions and the impact various types of development
may/will have; and a continued enhancement of the fieldworker programmes to ensure that local communities continue to have a visible and perceived involvement in
the national heritage management effort.

Heritage Small Grants Scheme Project
The implementation the Heritage Small Grants Scheme Project will be achieved through
the development of funding guidelines and approval processes by the Coordination Officer and the establishment of funding priorities by the CAC. The grant should be allocated
by the RAO on a biannual basis to the CAC/Coordination Officer for disbursal subject to
the grant approval procedures. The duration of each of the small grants should be 18
months or less, each new grant award subject to satisfactory reporting and discharge of
previous grants.

4. Assumptions
There are three base assumptions that underlie all projects and activities as proposed
and planned. All assumptions are preconditions that need to be met or addressed
through additional support by the aid donor:
(i) that the heritage management situation as encountered during the in-country visits by
the consultants in late 1995 and early 1996, and as portrayed by the national agencies
and the compilers of the country reports stays stable and certainly does not worsen. If
this precondition cannot be met, some of the activities may need to be adjusted, especially those activities that depend of the availability of trained or semi-trained staff. The
project design and some of the design of the activities is detailed yet flexible enough to
permit these adjustments.
(ii) the staff levels of the sector does not decrease. The conduct of the identification study
has been affected by the high workload placed on too few skilled administrators. The regional coordination project needs to provide funding to allow the countries to hire additional staff to relieve the current staff so that the proposed activities can be undertaken,
It is expected that the national government would take over these additional staff at the
end of the five year period.
(iii) It is assumed that political will exists at the national and provincial levels to establish national and provncial cultural polices.
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4.1 Assumptions at different levels
It is anticipated that some of the political will may need yet to be generated and that this
will flow from a full appreciation of the contribution cultural heritage management makes
to the national (provincial) economic and social development. Thus it may be necessary to
“prime the pump”: through the execution of some projects. These projects should generate
a high level ownership of the overall programme by the government of the day, to be formalised at a later stage by the development of a memorandum of understanding that
commits the participant governments to the execution of the remainder of the programme.

Regional Coordination Project
It is assumed that the members of the technical advisory council and the political advisory council are experienced leaders in the field of cultural resource management. It is further assumed that the Cultural Advisory Council is not be subject to undue political interference (outside the policy framework) on the committee proceedings, that the political
representatives attending the meeting are be authorised to act on the spot without indepth consultation with the home government, to avoid delaying some initiatives.

Heritage Policy Project
It is assumed that political will exists on the national and the provincial levels to conduct
national and provincial cultural conventions, and to translate the findings and resolutions
of the national and provincial cultural convention into binding national cultural policy
which can be implemented.
The existence of a nationally agreed upon cultural policy underpins the successful implementation of the Heritage Legislation Project, Heritage Planning Project and Heritage Education Project, all of which rely to varying degrees on directions flowing from the cultural
policy.

Heritage Legislation Project
It is assumed that there is the political will to establish a new and comprehensive legislation providing due process for the protection of cultural heritage assets in the countries
and that there is the will to see this legislation enforced.

Heritage Planning Project
There is an assumption of preparedness of the parties involved to submit themselves to a
planning process and a rigorous performance review under the understanding that this
review be conducted in a constructive manner

Heritage Education Project
The heritage education project relies on political stability and will to implement the new
curricula, and public education measures.

4.2 Risks and flexibility
It is a clear risk that the participant countries may not be wiling to provide the necessary
political commitment and support. A staged implementation of the Melanesian Cultural
Heritage Management programme to minimise this risk is deemd desireable.
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The projects outlined above all contain inherent risks but have also been designed with inbuilt flexibility that will mean changes can be accommodated without severely inhibiting
the aims of the projects. For example, the cultural conventions proposed for each country
will inevitably be politically sensitive and will need to be managed with extreme caution
and care. It will not be surprising if the conduct of these will vary significantly from country to country but many of the elements would still be able to go ahead in slightly different configurations. Likewise, when these conventions will be ported from the national to
the provincial level, the different stakeholder configurations in the provinces implies that
the conduct of the conventions will vary and the details and shape of the final policy outcomes will differ.
The regional heritage authority, which is the first of the project proposals, if it were not
established, would have implications for the co-ordination and management of all other
projects and activities. Other management and co-ordination strategies (inc. performance
oversight) would need to be devised so that these other projects could go ahead in a coordinating function as planned.
The fact that the coordinating office will be placed in one of the participating countries
may pose real or perceived problems of the incumbent’s autonomy if the coordinator
comes from the same country. The programme is flexible enough to permit the choice of
office location to be made after the office holder has been chosen.
Political change in participant countries poses a risk to the continuity of effective governance of the Cultural Advisory Council as an oversight body. The composition of the
CAC with one permanent (professional) and one political appointment for each country
should provide sufficient stability to overcome such concerns.
Existing in-country expertise will be required to present the current management practices
and concepts for the reference of provincial planning meetings. Whilst in some cases
provincial planning and policy capacity is existent, generally provincial committees will
expect some leadership from the national level.
One of the real risks for the whole enterprise is the pressure that it will place on the relatively few trained personnel in the cultural heritage area. In the ideal situation the countries would be prepared to increase their staff allocation to cultural heritage. The EUproject provides a unique opportunity to develop a trained and regionally integrated professional staff.
An ever present risk will be the potential for this programme and parts of the projects to
be seen as interfering with or making more difficult approval of economic development
projects/plans. It is imperative that the proposed Coordinating Officer and the Cultural
Advisory Council conduct an education programme targeted at the wider public in general and the government ministers and staff in particular, to be run concomitant with the
execution of each of the proposed projects and activities.
It is expected that many of the concerns can be overcome through judicious application of
the prerequisite national cultural conventions and through a truly consultative legslative
drafting process which should clarify the resolution of potential conflicts. Whilst it is the
role of the Coordinating Officer and the members of the Cultural Addvisory Council to
argue for the primacy of cultural heritage considerations over all other national interests,
the Cultural Advisory Council clearly cannot and should not enforce them. This is the
inalienable prerogative of the government of the day of a given country.
With the potential involvement of five countries in any of these projects there is considerable in-built flexibility and there will undoubtedly be different configurations of projects
with various combinations of countries being involved in the different projects.
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A further complexity has been introduced by the mix of four ACP and one OCT country,
the latter requiring a separate funding approval process pending the acquiescence of the
other French Pacific Territories. While there seems to be a history that this acquiescence
will be granted, complications may nevertheless arise.

5. Implementation
5.1 Physical and non-physical means
Physical means that will be required to achieve the implementation of the projects will
largely be limited to equipment and travel for staff.
A major component is the scheme to boost the staffing levels of the most deserving countries Fiji (1 position), Vanuatu and the Solomon Islands (2 positions each).
Non-physical means are quite central aspects of all projects. Where training programs
have been planned and the arrangement is that all of these training programs will be
clearly articulated into university awards. One of the features of the project is the desire
to see training articulating into awards at regional and non-regional universities, which offer cultural heritage management degrees, so that recipients of the training can gain full
benefit and status from them.

5.2 Organisation and implementation procedures
There are five key features of organisation and implementation of projects and activities
1.

Establishment of clear lines of authority and responsibility by setting up
of teams of staff.

2.

Ensuring regional cooperation by members of heritage teams drawn from
all participating countries and by executing projects in all participating
countries

3.

The establishment of the Regional Heritage Coordination Office (2 staff)
will provide an oversight and co-ordination role of all projects.

4.

Projects will draw on regional expertise to the maximum extent possible.
Only in a few instances will outside expertise be necessary.

5.

Melanesian staff will be running all of the projects as well as the
Regional Heritage Coordination Office. Where necessary, training of the
teams will be conducted by overseas consultants
To ensure the successful implementation of the programme and long-term sustainability of
the programme it is imperative that the staff chosen for the coordinating officer, the Cultural Advisory Committee and the members of the various project teams should be
Melanesian staff and not expatriate employees of the agencies. For the appointment of
the coordinating officer its should be one of the primary selection criteria that the applicant has a Melanesian cultural background from one of the five countries, EU employment
regulations notwithstanding (Annex 10). The appointment of a non-Melanesian drawn
from the other ACP countries or the EU member countries is deemed undesirable and
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would be counterproductive in the medium and long term. The cultural officer should be
drawn from the pool of senior officers of Melanesian countries with expertise and proven
leadership in Cultural Heritage Management.

5.3 Timetable
The duration of the Melanesian Cultural Heritage Management Programme is five years,
starting in the second part of 1997 and continuing until the first part of 2002.
The suggested time table of the individual activities is spelled out in Annex 6. The time
table has been designed to allow the execution of several elements in tandem. A suggested
overall sequence is shown in figure 3.

Small Grant s
S cheme Pro ject

Cultural Heritage
Planning Project

Cultural Heritage
Education Pro ject

Cultural H eritag e
Management Pro ject

Cultural H eritag e
Legisl at ion Pro jec t

Expr ess i o n of p ol i ti c al co mmit t me nt t o ward s i mpl eme nt ati o n ( MoU )

Cultural Heritage
Pol icy Pro ject

Regio nal Heritage
Coo rdination Pro ject
Figure 3. Suggested sequence of programme implementation

5.4 Costs and financing plan
For overall budgeting purposes it was assumed that the annual CPI increase would be 5%.
Table 1 shows the overview of the cost and financing plan for the various projects to be
executed under the Melanesian Cultural Heritage management Programme. A more detailed breakdown is provided as Annex 5.
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Table 1. Cost and Financing plan
(in ‘000 ECU)
Project
1997
Regional Coordination
94.03
Heritage Policy
67.99
Heritage Legislation
84.40
Heritage Planning
0.00
Heritage Education
0.00
Heritage Management
44.83
Small Grants Scheme
66.67
Total
281.96

1998
189.30
125.35
0.00
20.87
123.74
89.91
70.00
619.17

1999
163.51
230.50
11.10
31.44
42.59
69.67
73.50
622.31

2000
171.46
130.62
30.00
37.04
12.60
51.37
77.18
476.93

2001
187.49
0.00
0.00
0.00
13.23
53.77
81.04
335.52

2002
102.38
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
85.09
187.47

Total
908.17
554.47
49.54
56.02
192.17
309.54
453.46
2,523.35

In Local currency (approximately) (in ‘000 FJD)
Project
1997
1998
1999
Regional Coordination
141.05 283.95 245.26
Heritage Policy
101.99 188.03 345.76
Heritage Legislation
12.66
0.00
16.64
Heritage Planning
0.00
31.30
47.17
Heritage Education
0.00 185.62
63.89
Heritage Management
67.24 134.87 104.51
Small Grants Scheme
100.00 105.00 110.25
Total
422.94 928.76 933.47

2000
257.19
195.93
45.00
5.56
18.90
77.05
115.76
715.39

2001
281.23
0.00
0.00
0.00
19.85
80.65
121.55
503.28

2002
153.57
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
127.63
281.20

Total
1,362.25
831.70
74.30
84.022
288.25
464.32
680.19
3,785.03

5.5 Special conditions; accompanying measures taken by the Government
The consultants do not recommend any special conditions nor do they require accompanying measures to be taken by the national governments. It is expected, however, that by
the end of the 5-year programme the countries will take on the extra staff hired under the
EU programme and continue the activities.
The accompanying measures to be taken by those governments participating in the study
should be (i) the political will to carry out the proposed projects and (ii) the undertaking
not to reduce recurrent funding for cultural heritage management efforts for the duration
of the programme.

6. Factors ensuring sustainability
6.1 Policy support measures
The cultural officers of the Melanesian Spearhead Group have recently formed a loose
working group to coordinate the planning for the Melanesian Cultural Arts Festival in the
year 2000. The MSG has recently admitted Fiji as a full member. Thus all five countries in
the region, covered by the regional programme, are members of the spearhead group. This
provides a platform for the regional policy backup. In addition, the programme contains a
policy project designed to develop a regional approach to policy and a series on national
and provincial policies that will underpin the other cultural management actions.
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In the light of the above it would be advisable to attach the Cultural Advisory Council to
the MSG in loose affiliation and to ensure that the time and venue of the biannual CAC
meetings coincides with the annual MSG meeting at the same location, thereby allowing
for immediate policy backup from the highest loevels if required.
The MSG, as a formal regional political body can be deemed as satisfying the criteria of
section 162 of the Lome IV convention and thus may be deemed eligible as an executing
body of all or part of the proposed programme. Indeed, from a sustainability point of
view it is desirable that a regional political body provide the backing for the implementation of the programmes.

6.2 Appropriate technology
Appropriate technology is at the heart of the project. The strengthening of traditional
skills, for example, works directly towards the use of proven and appropriate technology.
The only use of sophisticated technology focuses on the use of GIS/GPS and the WWW
server. The GIs technology will be located in the capital centres, where this technology already exists in various government departments and the private sector. The specifications
for the technology to be acquired will be tailored wherever possible to the already extant
technology in the country to ensure that help and assistance can be acquired locally if and
when needed. Training programmes and modules will be available to ensure that up-front
and continued training and familiarisation are available. The WWW allows to share this
training and to acquire the information as needed. The set up of the WWW server will be
designed in a fashion that maintenance of the content is easy and will be accompanied by
extensive training and the provision of back up.

6.3 Environmental protection
The programme as put forward does not negatively impact on environmental aspects. On
the contrary, many activities are designed to be beneficial and form part of the environmental protection efforts and the strengthening of the EIS capability of the participating
countries.

6.4 Socio-cultural aspects/women in development
The main threat of the cultural heritage management programme is aimed at strengthening
and enhancing the socio-cultural aspects of regional and national development. The proposed projects entail, where culturally appropriate, gender neutral attitudes or affirmative action. It is recommended that affirmative action shall be the guiding principle in the
appointment of all positions on the board and on the management committee.

6.5 Institutional and management capacity, public and private
The articulation of the training programmes has already been mentioned (5.1). In addition, the development and/or use of formal training modules implies that the training can
be repeated should the need arise, for example is a new cohort of staff needs to be
trained, or if there is a need to reinforce (some of) the training. The emphasis is on the deFINAL REPORT
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velopment of a self sustaining skill base through the provisions of interpersonal and formal distance education training.
The management capacity of the lead agencies is well developed, even though some aspects, especially policy and planning, can be further enhanced and consolidated by
training. This training is also in keeping with the strengthening the management capability
of the regional heritage agencies.

6.6 Economic and financial analysis
A standard economic and financial analysis of the costs and benefits of the proposed
programme and the expected economic rate of return on a regional or national level is not
possible; all values underpinning cultural heritage and culture in general are non-tradeable
commodities and thus have an economic non-market value akin to concepts such as clean
air, leisure, quality of life and the like. The only exception is that a reaffirmed cultural
identity and the preservation and active management of the region's cultural heritage will
be beneficial for all ecotourism and cultural tourism operations, and thus indirectly will
provide economic benefits. Given the indirect link and given that other variables are involved (accommodation, transportation etc.) makes little sense to attempt a quantification.
Studies elsewhere have shown that the preservation and conservation of local and national heritage and a revigorated sense of cultural identity has increased these non-market
values and thus contributed to overall personal and also national pride. This in turn of
great benefit for social cohesiveness and overall standards of living.
From the observation that the project does not have a measurable rate of economic return
it also follows that the sustainability of the project could be threatened if proposed projects would entail a substantial investment in infrastructure and the like which would require ongoing large-scale financial commitments towards maintenance etc. This, however,
is not the case and there is no reason to assume that the lack of measurable economic return will infringe on the programme’s long-term sustainability and its subsidiary projects.

7. Monitoring and evaluation
7.1 Monitoring indicators
A number of performance indicators have been established and are set out in the accompanying LOGFRAME matrix. In all cases documentary evidence in form of reports,
planned and meeting documentation has ben included as objectively verifiable documents.

7.2 Reviews/evaluation reports
Since the majority of the activities proposed under the projects is aimed at changing attitudes held both among the general public and among CHM agencies (w.r.t to policy, education and planning), the outcome cannot be measured in quantitative terms beyond the
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fact that meetings have been held, that documents have been produced, training materials
printed, and so forth. If these measures alone are used as CVI's the assessment of the programme is simplistic and shallow. It is therefore advisable that the review process accommodate the need for both the quantitative and the qualitative assessment.
The proposed review process will accommodate both and should be conducted as follows:
(i)

The proposed project components should be internally reviewed at a
biannual basis through a reporting mechanism from all members of
council. Processes for oversight and internal review of the programme
and the projects can been set up and are conducted by the Regional
coordinating officer as part of his/her duties.

(ii)

The programme should be reviewed on an annual basis by a small panel
made up from representative of the Pacific Forum, the donor and an
outside CHM specialist with ample research and management
experience in the Pacific (non stakeholder in the programme or any of
the components). This review, as well as the six-monthly progress
assessment focuses on the physical performance of the project
components and activities and aims at ensuring that all projects are on
track. This review should take place on a rotational basis in one of the
member countries.

(iii)

The post commencement review after the completion of the national
phases of the cultural heritage policy project should aim at assessing the
qualitative impact of the programme and the projects prior to the
drafting of the memorandum of understanding which would commit the
participating governments to the execution of the entire programme. This
can be achieved by a regional review of the state of CHM through incountry visits and a structured interview process (Annex 11)

(iii)

The mid-term review after two years of the proposed 5-year programme
should aim at assessing the qualitative impact of the programme and the
projects. This can be achieved by a regional review of the state of CHM
through in-country visits and a structured interview process (annex 11).
This allows for any adjustment of the subsequent programme elements
in the light of the actual political commitment shown by the
participating countries.

(iv)

After completion of each of the main components of the programme an
internal (CAC) and an external review of the completed programme
elements should be conducted with special emphasis on the actual
outcomes, the sustainability of these outcomes and process of program
implementation. This outcome of this review should inform the execution
of (then) current and future programme components.

(v)

After completion of the entire programme it is desirable to review the
outcomes, the sustainability of the various programme components and
the sustainability of the chosen implementation processes and
procedures. This final review should also identify any follow-up
programmes that may need to be implemented.
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8. Conclusions and proposals
It is proposed that the EU fund the Melanesian Cultural Heritage Management Programme in
its entirety and all of the subsidiary projects, namely the (1) Regional Coordination Project; (2) Heritage Education Project; (3) Heritage Legislation Project; (4) Heritage Management Project; (5) Heritage Planning Project; (6) Heritage Policy Project; and the (7)
Heritage Small Grants Scheme.
The execution of the various projects of the proposed Melanesian Cultural Heritage Management Programme will strengthen the region's capabilities in cultural heritage management in a holistic fashion because the proposed programme covers a wide range of heritage management aspects and does not focus on one single issue in isolation. The projects
range from public and formal school education, which caters for the needs and influences
the attitudes of future generations, to impact management and legal enforcement, which
caters for the management of current and immediate pressures on the cultural heritage resource base. All projects proposed under the programme are articulated either in terms of
staff or in terms of concepts and are derived from cultural policy (Heritage Policy Project),
which is developed nationally, or provincially, but is based on regional cooperation. The
implementation of the policies will be effected through projects such as the Heritage Legislation Project ,the Heritage Planning Project and the Heritage Education Project, all of which
can be executed in isolation, but which benefit from and are informed by the Heritage Policy Project.
As all activities proposed are designed to be executed by a staff from the national and
provincial agencies the execution of the projects on a regional level will lead to the development of regional and bi-lateral cooperation through the sharing of common interests,
skills and experiences. The execution of some of the activities in the Heritage Education
Project, for example, provides the resource materials required to implement activities of
the Heritage Legislation Project and the Heritage Management Project. This articulation is
purposeful in order to create a web-like support network that allows present and future
execution of projects using different combinations of staff who all share common skills
and experiences.
The cohesiveness of the various projects and activities is ensured through the mechanisms
of an executive officer, a supervisory board and regular meetings as proposed under the
Regional Coordination Project, and is furthered by the establishment of the Heritage Small
Grants Scheme Project, which permits the funding of small and unforeseen heritage projects complementing and enriching the projects and activities proposed under the programme.
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Annex 1 • Abbreviations and Acronyms used in the study
ACP—African, Carribean and Pacific Country
AIS—Archaeological Impact Statement/Assessment
AUSAID—Ausralian Aid Organisation
CAC—Cultural Advisory Council
CHM—Cultural Heritage Management
CSU—Charles Sturt University
EIS—Environmental Impact Statement/Assessment
EO—Equal Opportunity
EU—European Union
GIS—Geographical Information System
GPS—Global Positioning System
ICCROM— International Centre for the Study of the Preservation and Restoration of Cultural Property
ICOMOS—International Council of Monuments and Sites
LAWASIA–Law Assocation of Australia and Asia
MSG—Melanesian Spearhead Group
NGO—Non-government Organisation
OCT—Overseas Country and territory
ORSTOM—Organisation de Recherche Scientifique du Territoire Outre-Mer
OVI—Objectively Verifiable Indicator
PARBICA— Pacific Regional Branch of the International Council of Archives
PIMA—Pacific Islands Museum Association
PNG—Papua New Guinea
PREMO— Preventive Conservation in Museums of Oceania (ICCROM)
RAO—Regional Authorising Officer
SICHE—Solomon Islands College of Higher Education
SPCF—South Pacific Cultures Fund
SPC—South Pacific Commission
UNESCO —United Nations Educational. Scientific and Cultural Organisation
UPNG—University of Papua New Guinea
UPS—Uninterupted Power Supply
USP—Univesity of the South Pacific
VCHSS—Vanuatu Cultural and Historical Site Survey
WWW—World Wide Web
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Annex 2 • LOGFRAME problem tree analysis.

The problem tree is provided in the back pocket.
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Annex 3 • Reports produced as part of the study
Spennemann, Dirk H.R. & Meyenn, Robert J. (1996) Melanesian Cultural Heritage Management Identification Study. Strategic Issues Document. Report to the Forum Secretariat. Johnstone Centre of Parks, Recreation and Heritage Report Nº 61. Albury:
Charles Sturt University, Johnstone Centre of Parks, Recreation and Heritage.
Spennemann, Dirk H.R. & Vusoniwailala, Kate (1995a) Critical Issues Identification Tool
in: Melanesian Cultural Heritage Management Identification Study. Trip Report Nº
1. Initial consultation and in-country visit. Report to the Forum Secretariat. Johnstone Centre of Parks, Recreation and Heritage Report Nº 48. Albury: Charles Sturt
University, Johnstone Centre of Parks, Recreation and Heritage.
Spennemann, Dirk H.R. & Vusoniwailala, Kate (1995b) Melanesian Cultural Heritage
Management Identification Study. Trip Report Nº 1. Initial consultation and in-country visit. Report to the Forum Secretariat. Johnstone Centre of Parks, Recreation and
Heritage Report Nº 48. Albury: Charles Sturt University, Johnstone Centre of Parks,
Recreation and Heritage.
Spennemann, Dirk H.R., Meyenn, Robert J. & Vusoniwailala, Kate (1997a) Melanesian
Cultural Heritage Management Identification Study. Final Report. Report to the Forum Secretariat. Johnstone Centre of Parks, Recreation and Heritage Report Nº 74.
Albury: Charles Sturt University, Johnstone Centre of Parks, Recreation and Heritage.
Spennemann, Dirk H.R., Meyenn, Robert J. & Vusoniwailala, Kate (1997b) Melanesian
Cultural Heritage Management Identification Study. Final Report, Detailed
Logframe matrices. Report to the Forum Secretariat. Johnstone Centre of Parks,
Recreation and Heritage Report Nº 75 Albury: Charles Sturt University, Johnstone
Centre of Parks, Recreation and Heritage.
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Annex 4 • Resources

Legislation and policy documents
General
Resolutions, Pre-MSG Cultural Officers Meeting, Honiara, Solomon Islands 13-14 July 1995.
Resolutions, PIMA/PREMO Meeting 26-28 July 1995, Port Vila, Vanuatu.
Fiji
Preservation of Objects of Archaeological and Palaeontological Interest Act (1940).
New Caledonia
Province Iles (1988) Deliberation relative à la protection et à la conservation du patrimonie dans la Province Iles.
Province Nord (1990) Deliberation relative à la protection et à la conservation du patrimonie dans la Province Nord.
Province Sud (1990) Deliberation relative à la protection et à la conservation du patrimonie dans la Province Sud.
Province Sud (1991) Deliberation réglementant la création et le fonctionnemnet des agences
de voyages.
Province Sud (1993) Deliberation réglementant la création et le fonctionnemnet des agences
de tourisme.
Papua New Guinea
Department of Culture and Tourism (1990) Papua New Guinea Five-Year Cultural Development Plan.
Solomon Islands
Guadacanal Province (1982) Guadacanal Province Policy on Research.
Guadacanal Province (1985) Establishment of Protected Areas Ordinance (LN35/82; LN
58/85).
Guadacanal Province (1985) Protection of Historic Places Ordinance (LN 57/85).
Guadacanal Province (1987) Guadacanal Cultural Preservation and Development. Draft
Policy Statement.
Solomon Islands National Museum (1992) Solomon Islands National Museum and Cultural
Centre Policy.
Western Province (1989) Solomon Islands Western Province Policy on Culture.
Vanuatu
Deposits of Books Act of 1975 (Laws of the Republic of Vanuatu, Chapter 88).
Ministry of Education (1993) Joint Public statement of the Hon. Deputy Prime Minister and
Minister responsible for Culture and the Hon.Minister of Education on the encouragement of cultural studies in schools, Port Vila, 5 February 1993.
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Preservation of Sites and Artifacts Act of 1965 (Laws of the Republic of Vanuatu, Chapter
39).
Vanuatu Cultural and Historic Sites Survey (1993) Cultural policy on the conservation of
traditional arts and artefcats of Vanuatu (Draft) Submission to the Minieter of Justice, Culture and Women's Affairs.
Vanuatu Cultural Centre (1994) Discussion paper on the status of the department of culture.
Prepared for the Vanuatu National Cultural Council meeting 27 May 1994.
Vanuatu Cultural Centre (1996) General workplan for 1996.
Vanuatu Cultural Council Act of 1988 (Laws of the Republic of Vanuatu, Chapter 186).
Vanuatu National Council of Chiefs (1983) 'Fundamentals of Custom and culture in the Republic of Vanuatu (Malvatumauri Custom Policy)
Vanuatu National Cultural Council (1995) Vanuatu Cultural Research Policy, Port Vila,
1995.

Published resources
ADCK (1994a) The ADCK (Agency for the development of Kanak Culture). Nouméa:
Agence de developpement de la culture Kanak.
ADCK (1994b) The J.-M. Tjibaou Cultural Centre. Nouméa: Agence de developpement de la
culture Kanak.
ADCK (1995) Jean-Marie Tjibaou Cultural Centre Press Dossier (August 1995). Nouméa:
Agence de developpement de la culture Kanak.
Akin, D. (1994) Cultural Education at the Kwaio Cultural Centre. in L.Lindstrom and G.M.
White (eds), Culture-Kustom-Tradition. Developing Cultural Policy in Melanesia.
Suva: Institute of Pacific Studies, University of the South Pacific. Pp.161-172.
Anonymous (1995a) Bakiha. Ancient rings of wealth. Solomons 11, 1993, 33-34.
Anonymous (1995b) The lost fleet of Iron Bottom Sound. Solomons 10, 1992, 9.
Anonymous (1995c) ‘Bones on the roof, Totems in the garden’. Solomons 10, 1992, 13-14.
Anonymous (1995d) ‘Tradition, lifestyles & culture. Profile: Lawrence Foanoata. Solomons
12, 1993,
Beier, U. (1991) The Maprik Cultural centre, East Sepik, PNG. in S.M. Eoe and P. Swadling
(eds), Museums and cultural centres in the Pacific. Port Moresby, Papua New Guinea
National Museum. Pp. 79-85.
Bolton, L. (1994) "Bifo Yumi Ting Se Samting nating" The Women's Culture Project at the
vanuatu Cultural Centre. in L.Lindstrom and G.M. White (eds), Culture-Kustom-Tradition. Developing Cultural Policy in Melanesia. Suva: Institute of Pacific Studies,
University of the South Pacific. Pp.147-160.
Bongmatur, W. (1991) Reoport blong Offis blong Malvutamauri, National Council of
Chiefs, Vanuatu. in S.M. Eoe and P. Swadling (eds), Museums and cultural centres in
the Pacific. Port Moresby, Papua New Guinea National Museum. Pp. 154.
Bongmatur, W. (1994) National Cultural Policy. in L.Lindstrom and G.M. White (eds),
Culture-Kustom-Tradition. Developing Cultural Policy in Melanesia. Suva: Institute
of Pacific Studies, University of the South Pacific. P. 85.
Burt, B. (1994) Cultural development and anthropology in Kwara-ae. in L.Lindstrom and
G.M. White (eds), Culture-Kustom-Tradition. Developing Cultural Policy in
Melanesia. Suva: Institute of Pacific Studies, University of the South Pacific.
Pp.173-186.
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Burton, J. (1991) The Romunga Haus Tumbuna, Western Highlands Province, PNG. in S.M.
Eoe and P. Swadling (eds), Museums and cultural centres in the Pacific. Port Moresby,
Papua New Guinea National Museum. Pp. 66-69.
Cole, C.C. and Roga, K. (1994) The relationship between cultural policy and programming
in Western province, Solomon ISlands. in L.Lindstrom and G.M. White (eds),
Culture-Kustom-Tradition. Developing Cultural Policy in Melanesia. Suva: Institute
of Pacific Studies, University of the South Pacific. Pp.105-114.
Crocombe, R. (1994) Cultural Policies in the Pacific Islands. in L.Lindstrom and G.M.
White (eds), Culture-Kustom-Tradition. Developing Cultural Policy in Melanesia.
Suva: Institute of Pacific Studies, University of the South Pacific. Pp. 21-42.
Ena, Thomas (1995) The canoe race. Illustrated by Tony Hiriasia. Curriculum Development
Centre, Honiara, Solomon Islands.
Eoe, S.M. (1991a) The role of museums in the Pacific: change or die. in S.M. Eoe and P.
Swadling (eds), Museums and cultural centres in the Pacific. Port Moresby, Papua
New Guinea National Museum. Pp. 1-4.
Eoe, S.M. (1991b) The Papua New Guinea National Museum. in S.M. Eoe and P. Swadling
(eds), Museums and cultural centres in the Pacific. Port Moresby, Papua New Guinea
National Museum. Pp. 19-29.
Eoe, S.M. and Swadling, P. (1991b) Museums and Cultural Centres in Milne Bay Province,
PNG. in S.M. Eoe and P. Swadling (eds), Museums and cultural centres in the Pacific.
Port Moresby, Papua New Guinea National Museum. Pp. 74-76/
Eoe, S.M. and Swadling. P. (1991a) Museums and cultural centres in the Pacific. Port
Moresby, Papua New Guinea National Museum.
European Commission (1995) G7 Ministerial conference on the global information society.
Round-table meeting of business leaders. Luxembourg: Office for Offical Publications
of the European Community.
Evans, Bryn (1995) World Heritage Sites? Marovo, Rennell. Solomons 14, 1995, 41-43.
Fagence, M. (1995) Guidelines on integrated tourism planning in Pacific Island Countries.
Repoprt prepared for UN-ESCAP. Department of Geophysical Sciences and Planning, University of Queensland.
Foana'ota, L.A. (1994) Solomon Islands National Museum and Cultural Centre Policy. in
L.Lindstrom and G.M. White (eds), Culture-Kustom-Tradition. Developing Cultural
Policy in Melanesia. Suva: Institute of Pacific Studies, University of the South Pacific. Pp. 95-104.
Foano'ata, L. (1991) The Solomon Islands National Museum. in S.M. Eoe and P. Swadling
(eds), Museums and cultural centres in the Pacific. Port Moresby, Papua New Guinea
National Museum. Pp. 107-112.
Fullerton, L., Logan, L. and Cole, G. (1994) New Caledonia, a travel survival kit. Second
edition. Hawthorn: Lonely Planet
Galipaud, J.-C., Roe, D. (1994) Rapport Final. Inventaire des Sites Culturel et Historiques
du Vanuatu: decsiption, evaluation et recmmandations du projet. Projet EDF Nº 6ACP
VA-16&7 ACP Va-2. Port Vila: The Vanuatu Cultural and Historic Sites Survey.
Gegeo, D.W. (1994) Kastoom Noa Stretem Iani: views from Kwara'ae on cultural policy in
Melanesia. in L.Lindstrom and G.M. White (eds), Culture-Kustom-Tradition. Developing Cultural Policy in Melanesia. Suva: Institute of Pacific Studies, University of
the South Pacific. Pp.43-54.
GIE (1995) Destination Nouvelle-Caledonie, Rapport d'activite 1994. Nouméa: Destination Nouvelle-Caledonie
Gravelle, K. (1996a) The centre of everything. Solomons 18, 1996, 35-38.
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Gravelle, K. (1996b) The cultural centre that is making Honiara nice place to relax. Islands
Business 22(3), 52-53.
Gravelle, Kim (1992) The second invasion of Guadalcanal. Solomons 10, 1992, 26-27.
Gravelle, Kim (1995) The pipers from Are’are. Solomons 14, 1995, 9-11.
Harcombe, D. and O'Byrne, D. (1995) Vanuatu, a travel survival kit. Hawthorn: Lonely
Planet
Huasi, I. (1991) East Sepik Province, PNG. in S.M. Eoe and P. Swadling (eds), Museums and
cultural centres in the Pacific. Port Moresby, Papua New Guinea National Museum.
Pp. 77-78.
Jolly, M. (1994) Kastom as commodity: the land dive as indigenous rite and tourist spectacle in Vanuatu. in L.Lindstrom and G.M. White (eds), Culture-Kustom-Tradition. Developing Cultural Policy in Melanesia. Suva: Institute of Pacific Studies, University
of the South Pacific. Pp.131-146.
Kais, K. (1991) How museums will be funded and established in Papaua New Guinea. in
S.M. Eoe and P. Swadling (eds), Museums and cultural centres in the Pacific. Port
Moresby, Papua New Guinea National Museum. Pp. 15-18.
Kasarherou, E. (1991) The New Caledonian Museum. in S.M. Eoe and P. Swadling (eds),
Museums and cultural centres in the Pacific. Port Moresby, Papua New Guinea National Museum. Pp. 161-167.
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Annex 5 • Cost estimates for the main projects and activities (in ECU)
YEAR
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
Total
Regional Coordination Project
CAC
13866.67 29013.33 30576.00 32104.80 33710.04 17697.77
156968.61
Exec Office
33166.67 50383.33 53252.50 55580.12 58705.80 30418.04
281506.47
CAC Comms
666.67
700.00
735.00
771.75
810.34
850.85
4534.61
Staff support to countries
30000.00 63000.00 66150.00 69457.50 72930.37 38288.45
339826.32
Grantsworkshop
0.00
5215.00
0.00
0.00
6037.01
0.00
11252.01
NGO Training
666.67
700.00
735.00
771.75
810.34
850.85
4534.61
University Coordination
0.00
6453.33
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
6453.33
WWW server etc.
0.00 23000.00
666.67
771.75
810.34
850.85
26099.61
Design of server
4666.67
333.33
367.50
425.43
517.11
659.98
6970.01
Heritage Archive
1000.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1000.00
0.00
2000.00
Monograph Series
4000.00
4200.00
4410.00
4630.50
4862.02
5105.13
27207.65
Semi-Prof Journal
3333.33
3500.00
3675.00
3858.75
4051.69
4254.27
22673.04
Newsletter
2666.67
2800.00
2940.00
3087.00
3241.35
3403.42
18138.43
Total
94033.33 189298.33 163507.67 171459.35 187486.41 102379.62
908164.71
Heritage Policy Project
National Cultural Convention
Provincial Cult. Convention
Policy Training
Policy review
Total
Heritage Legislation project
National Legislation review
Provincial legislation review
Education brochures
Total
Heritage Planning Project
Planning Training
Planning review
Plan development
Total
Heritage Education Project
Train Pub Ed Curric Dev.Team
Teacher train resources
Revise Primary Curriculum
Revise Secundary Curriculum
Develop Primary school mat.
Dev. Secondary school mat.
Pub. Edcampaigns (various)
Recognise Elders in teaching
Pub. Edmaterial development
Total
Heritage Management Project
GIS capability
Regional Database
Demonstration Projects
Training in Impact assessment
Train Managmnt & Communic.
Pub. Ed. campaigns (various)
Pub. Ed. material development
Total
Small Grants Scheme
Total
TOTAL
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48120.00 101052.00 106104.60
0.00
0.00
0.00 124398.75 130618.69
15653.33 21100.00
0.00
0.00
4220.00
3200.00
0.00
0.00
67993.33 125352.00 230503.35 130618.69

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

255276.60
255017.44
36753.33
7420.00
554467.37

8440.00
0.00
0.00
8440.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

7761.60
0.00
3333.33
11094.93

0.00
23333.33
6666.67
30000.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

16201.60
23333.33
10000.00
49534.93

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

16436.00
4431.00
0.00
20867.00

23262.75
3528.00
4652.55
31443.30

0.00
0.00
3704.40
3704.40

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

39698.75
7959.00
8356.95
56014.70

0.00 32872.00
0.00
0.00
0.00 16436.00
0.00
0.00
0.00 54666.67
0.00 16436.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
3333.33
0.00 123744.00

0.00
3333.33
0.00
17257.80
12000.00
0.00
3333.33
6666.67
0.00
42591.13

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
12600.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
12600.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
13230.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
13230.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

32872.00
3333.33
16436.00
17257.80
92496.67
16436.00
3333.33
6666.67
3333.33
192165.13

0.00
0.00
41493.33
0.00
0.00
3333.33
0.00
44826.67

0.00
0.00
43568.00
16436.00
29906.67
0.00
0.00
89910.67

17257.80
3333.33
45746.40
0.00
0.00
3333.33
0.00
69670.87

0.00
0.00
48033.72
0.00
0.00
0.00
3333.33
51367.05

0.00
0.00
50435.41
0.00
0.00
3333.33
0.00
53768.74

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

17257.80
3333.33
229276.86
16436.00
29906.67
10000.00
3333.33
309543.99

66666.67

70000.00

73500.00

77175.00

81033.75

85085.44

453460.85

281960.00 619172.00 622311.25 476924.49 335518.90 187465.06

2523351.68
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Annex 6 • Suggested time table
YEAR

97

98/I 98/II 99/I 99/II 00/I

00/II 01/I 01/II 02/I

Regional Coordination Project

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

CAC

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

Exec Office

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

CAC Comms

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

Staff support to countries

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

Grantsworkshop
NGO Training

■

■

■
■

■

■

■

University Coordination

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

Semi-Prof Journal

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

Newsletter

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

Policy Training

■

■

Policy review

■

■

WWW server etc.
Design of server

■

Heritage Archive

■

Monograph Series

Heritage Policy Project
National Cultural Convention
Provincial Cultural Convention

Heritage Legislation project
National Legislation review

■

■
■

Provincial legislation review
■

Education brochures

■

Heritage Planning Project
Planning Training

■

■

■

Planning review

■

■

■
■

Plan development

■
■

■

■

■

■

Heritage Education Project
Train Pub. Ed. Curric. Dev. Team

■
■

Teacher train resources
Revise Primary Curriculum

■
■

Revise Secundary Curriculum
Develop Primary school materials

■

Dev. Secondary school materials

■

■

Pub. Educ. campaigns (various)

■

Recognise Elders in teaching

■

Pub. Edmaterial development

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■
■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

Heritage Management Project
GIS capability

■

■

Regional Database

■

■

■

■

Demonstration Projects

■

Training in Impact assessment
Train Managmnt & Communic.
Pub. Ed. campaigns (various)

■

■

■

■

■

■

■
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Annex 7 • Suggested responsibilities (terms of reference) of the Cultural Advisory Council
It is suggested that the Cultural Advisory Council is charged with a the following of responsibilities (in no particular order):
•

setting priorities for the administration of the European Union Melanesian Small
Cultural Grants Scheme

•

review and approval of grants for the European Union Melanesian Small Cultural
Grants Scheme

•

identify needs for training and staff development in the various countries and
committees

•

arrange for training courses (dependent on emergent needs)

•

liaise with other agencies and organisations on an international level (eg UNESCO,
ICOMOS) and assist if required also on a national and nationals level;

•

solicit and negotiate support from grant donors as a regional body

•

regularly review and set regional policy initiatives

•

arrange for professional conferences on a regional level

•

provide oversight over all Melanesian Cultural Heritage Management Programme
projects

•

maintain close relationship with each of the five member countries

•

provide professional advice to member governments if needed

•

keep abreast of cultural heritage management activities and projects in the Pacific

•

conduct annual review of development threats and players, as well as the actions
taken by the national governments

•

ensure that all heritage management projects carried out in individual countries have
a maximum impact and usefulness across Melanesia as a whole

•

provide written reports summarising CHM activities of the countries participating
in the programme. Thesde reports will keep the other CAC members informed about
in-country progress

•

review and approve annual workplans, budgets and eemployment contracts put
forward by the coordinator

•

oversight of the ccordinators implementaion of policies and programmes;

•

appoint a coordinating officer (for criteria see annex 9)

•

develop strategies and procedures to ensure that the Melanesian Cultural Heritage
Management Programme has a future ofter the lifetme of the funded programme.
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Annex 8 • Suggested appointment procedure for the members of the Cultural
Advisory Council
Both the political and the technical/specialist members of the Cultural Advisory Council
are drawn in equal numbers from each country.

Political Advisory Committee
The respective Minister of Culture of the government of the day shall be ex officio the national representative of the Political Advisory Committee. If the government of the day
changes, or if the holder of the portfolio changes, the new office holder will automaticlly
be the new national representative. While it is the prerogative of the minister to delegate
his or her responsibily to a senior officer of governmment, this practice should be eschewed so that political will can be brought to bear to back and enact any decisions made
by the Cultural Advisory Council.

Technical Advisory Committee
Nominations for membership in the Technical Advisory Council shall be invited by the
Political Advisory Council. Eligible for nomination shall be all those who
(i)

are nationals of Fiji, New Caledonia, Papua New Guinea, the Solomon Islands and
Vanuatu

(ii)

come from a Melanesian cultural background

(iii) have experience in one or more fields of cultural heritage management (archaeology;
history; anthropology; material culture studies; linguistics; museology; performance
traditions and music), ideally with tertiary education in a relevant field; and
(iv)

possess a proven track record in management of cultural resources.

A selection panel shall appoint one applicant from each country for a duration of five
years. The selection panel shall comprise of the members of the Political Advisory Committee of the day; a representative of the Forum Scretariat; a representative of the EU
delegation in Suva; the Cultural Advisor of UNESCO in Apia; the cultural advisor of the
South Pacific Commission; and two heritage specialists with Pacific management
experience, drawn from non-Melanesian countries.
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Annex 9 • Suggested responsibilities (terms of reference) of the Coordinating
Officer
The terms of reference for the Coordinating Officer should include, inter alia, (in no
particular order):
•

to coordinate the approval process of the European Union Melanesian
Small Cultural Grants Scheme;

•

to coordinate the activities of the various teams executing parts of the
Melanesian Cultural Heritage Management Programme such as the
Regional Heritage Legislation Review Group ; Roving Regional Planning
and Policy Task Force; Regional Curricula Materials Development Team;
Public Education Curriculum Development Team; and the Regional
Heritage Management SWAT Team.

•

to ensure that all countries are informed on the actions and progress of
the regional teams

•

to coordinate the development and enhancement of great writing skills
among the relevant agencies to empower them to diversify and enlarge
the funding base

•

to support and administer actions of the Cultural Advisory Council

•

to arrange and facilitate the timing, venue and conduct of meetings of
the Cultural Advisory Council;

•

to maintain a database of all relevant cultural heritage projects carried
out in the participating countries

•

to maintain a library of all cultural heritage projects reports and
documents and publications derived from cultural heritage research
carried out in the participating countries

•

to publish a quarterly newsletter on cultural heritage activities in
Melanesia

•

to coordinate the publication of cultural heritage management
publications as part of the publications scheme

•

to coordinate contact with and information flow between the
participating countries between the meetings

•

to coordinate the activities of the internal review process

•

to coordinate the activities and itinerary of the external review panels
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Annex 10 • Suggested appointment procedure for the Coordinating Officer
The following are some of the criteria for the appointment of the Coordinating Officer
that the consultants deem very desirable to ensure that the programme can be executed to
the maximum benefit of the Melanesian countries:

Essential criteria:
The applicant must
•

be a national of Fiji, New Caledonia, Papua New Guinea, the Solomon Islands or
Vanuatu;

•

come from a Melanesian cultural background;

•

possess adminsitrative experience in a national government agency, preferably in
the cultural heritage management field;

•

possess a tertiary degree in a cultural heritage management related field
(archaeology; history; anthropology; material culture studies; linguistics; museology;
performance traditions and music);

•

possess good written and oral communication skills;

•

possess a proven track record in management and organisation tasks

•

be willing to travel frequently

•

be willing to accept a duty post that will be outside his or her home country

Desirable criteria:
The applicant would ideally also possess
•

good command of French to communicate with francophone countries (if drawn
from countries other than New Caledonia)

•

good command of English to communicate with anglophone countries (if drawn
from New Caledonia or Vanuatu)

•

possess experience in dealing with regional authorities

•

possess experience in dealing with international authorities
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Annex 11 • Suggested terms of reference for the review panels
The terms of reference for the review panels should include, inter alia, (in no particular
order):
•

to evaluate the actual outcomes of the programme/projects through
verification of claims made by the executing agency

•

to assess the qualitative impact of the completed programme and the
executed projects

•

to ascertain whether the completed programme could be enhanced
through other activities

•

to identify any follow-up or repeat programmes that may need to be
implemented.

•

to assess the actual political commitment of the national (and where
applicable provincial) government to cultural heritage management

•

to comment on the sustainability of the completed programme outcomes
in the light of the socio-political situation in the participating countries
at the time of the review

•

to analyse and evaluate the espoused process of program
implementation.

•

to comment on the sustainability of the current programme if the
processes and procedures were to continue unchanged.

The process of the review should consist of document / file review prior to
commencement of the field phase, and of in-country visits where the opinion of
administrators, executors and beneficiaries shall be obtained through a structured
interview process.
The composition of the review panels should comprise three people,
(i)

a representative drawn from the Forum Secretariat or from the EU
delegation in Suva; and

(ii)

two heritage specialists with Pacific cultural heritage management
experience, drawn from non-Melanesian countries and not involved in
the execution of project components being reviewed;

(iii)

to be assisted by the Coordinating Officer.
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Annex 12 • Suggested activities of the national planning teams
The national planning teams are expected to:
•

review the implications of the currently active 5-year social and economic development plan on the national heritage management effort

•

reviewthe role of various national cultural heritage agencies and institutions as well
as the non-cultural agencies (fisheries, forestry etc.) in the national heritage framework;

•

involvement of stakeholders in national and agency heritage efforts activities/programmes executed by agencies;

•

the staffing base (both quantity and skill level) of agencies;

•

the plant and equipment base of agencies;

•

the government funding levels over the past five years;

•

the non government funding basis;

•

the role of non-government agencies;

•

and the level of heritage agency input into the previous formal sector plans for the
country's five year economic and social development plans;

•

Building on the current study, conduct a national cultural heritage needs assessment, w.r.t. state of knowledge and documentation of and the level of social and
economic development-induced threats to (inter alia):
archaeology;
historic sites;
settlement patterns and village lay-out;
material culture/crafts;
land tenure and genealogies;
linguistics and oral traditions;
performance traditions and music;
traditional obligations/exchange systems;
traditional skills and knowledge.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The aim of the needs assessment is to clearly identify the extent and limitations of
current knowledge and to to clearly specify the current level of threat posed by developments on the physical manifestations of heritage and on the social fabric of
culture.
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Annex 13 • LOGFRAME Programme Matrix
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DRAFT

Textbooks/readers
other educational materials

Cultural Heritage Education
occurs in class rooms,
curricula contain local
heritage examples
Impact management occurs;
stakeholders are consulted;
decisions are made on an
informed basis

FINAL

REPORT • LOGFRAME

MATRIX

Impact Management reports;
review artices published;
office files, reports on
staekholder meetings

Planning documents,
reports of planning workshops

Cultural Heritage Plan developed

F. Impact Management has been improved by ensuring that
the cultural heritage is not unduly impaired by modern
physical and ideological development processes without well
informed due process

Texts of legislation, draft
standards, reports of meetings

National and Provincial
Legislation drafted (and
enacted)

C. A cohesive national and provincial legislative framework
has been established facilitating the management and
development of a nation’s cultural heritage at the national
and provincial levels
D. A national planning framework has been developed which
is based on a recurrent planning cycle with performance
evaluation and empowerment of the national agencies to
carry out the planning process in a holistic, cross-sectoral
fashion
E. Cultural Heritage Education has been improved

Policy documents,
reports of policy workshops

Meeting reports, Annual
Reports

SOURCES OF VERIFICATION

Cultural Heritage Policy
developed.

Functioning regional heritage
coordination authority.

OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE
INDICATORS

B. A cohesive national and provincial policy framework has been
established facilitating the management and development of a
nation’s cultural heritage at the national and provincial levels

The improvement of the national capacity to adequately and
proactively manage the national and provincial cultural
heritage through the establishment of regional cooperation at
various levels in all main components of cultural heritage
thereby facilitating to mutually benefit from best practice
responses developed by individual agencies in the member
countries
A. Regional heritage management cooperation has been
improved

PROGRAMME
PURPOSE

RESULTS

Improved cultural heritage management capacity in Melanesia

OVERALL
OBJECTIVE:

INTERVENTION LOGIC

Matrix 1. LOGFRAME Matrix Melanesian Cultural Heritage Management (MCHM) Programme.
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Political stability and continued
use of policy

ASSUMPTIONS
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DRAFT

REPORT • LOGFRAME

MATRIX

Grants successfully administered

G. IFunding for small heritage projects has been improved to
allow responses to demands outside the planning framework
or to respond to impacts of natural disasters

FINAL

OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE
INDICATORS

INTERVENTION LOGIC

Matrix 1. LOGFRAME Matrix Melanesian Cultural Heritage Management (MCHM) Programme

Grant reports, applications

SOURCES OF VERIFICATION
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FINAL

ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY

.

REPORT • LOGFRAME

MATRIX

A2.1. Develop administrative structures to facilitate the
administration and oversight of the European Union
Melanesian Small Cultural Grants Scheme.
A2.2. Develop and enhance grant writing skills among the
relevant agencies to empower them to diversify and
enlarge the funding base.
A2.3. Conduct grants writing workshop

A2 Increase and diversify funding for Melanesian cultural
heritage projects

Coordinating Officer
CAC.
Computer etc.
Communications.
Office rental

Travel
.
Equipment.
Consumables.
Other

Consumables

Equipment.

Travel.

.

.

Staff

Communications costs.

None.

Travel Australia/NZ and back (1).

4-day Training to be performed by a Heritage
Management expert

11,000.00

Grant awards, reports from
grant writing workshops

45,000.

9,500.

11,500.00.

19,000.00
150,000.00.

7,000.00

136,000
60,500

Meeting reports
Tri-monthly reports,
annual reviews, Meeting
reports

Functioning request
system, performance
review reports, meeting
reports

Costs

SOURCES OF
VERIFICATION

Regional Coordinating Officer under guidance
form the Cultural Advisory Council.

New grants have been attracted (one per country)
small grants have been issued

.

Regional Coordinating Officer
Secretarial support;
Cultural Advisory Council
National Office to organise.

Staff

Functioning regional heritage coordination authority
Functioning teams
Advisory Council Meetings held at six-monthly
intervals

A1. Establish aCultural Advisory Council as a Regional
Melanesian Heritage Board to coordinate the various EUfunded heritage management projects and to provide
oversight over teams executing parts of the Melanesian
Cultural Heritage Management Programme

A1.1. Establish a system of regular 6-monthly meetings
of at least a quorum of the Cultural Advisory Council.
A1.2. Establish a set of responsibilities for the Cultural
Advisory Council.
A1.3. Establish a Cultural Advisory Council.
A1.4. Establish Regional Cultural Heritage Office and
appoint Regional Coordinating Officer.
A1.5. Ensure that all countries are informed on the actions
and progress of the regional teams

Existing repository/network that provides information
on request and coordinates activities; Functioning
regional heritage coordination authority

Resources

OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS

A. Establish a regional cultural heritage management
network establish

INTERVENTION LOGIC

Matrix 1. LOGFRAME Matrix Melanesian Cultural Heritage Management (MCHM) Programme
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members of the technical
advisory council and
political advisory council
are experienced leaders

Suitably qualified
individuals of the TAC are
prepared to make their
country's needs secondary
to the regional needs.

political representative
attending the meeting are
authorised to act on the
spot.

no political interference
on the committee
proceedings.

ASSUMPTIONS

FINAL

ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY

REPORT • LOGFRAME

MATRIX

A5.1. Establish a professional monograph series.
A5.2. Establish a semi-professional publication (journal).
A5.3. Establish a regional newsletter, both in paper (for
the communities) and on the WWW

A5. Establish a graded system of professional and semiprofessional publications

A4.1. Establish an on-line archive of cultural heritage
resource materials.
A4.2. A World Wide Web server established to allow the
storage and retrieval of public domain information on
Melanesian cultural heritage.
4.3. Establish a hard copy archive of cultural heritage
resource materials on the premises of the Regional
Cultural Heritage Office

A4. Establish a regional archive of cultural heritage resource
materials

A3.1. improve relationship and cooperation with nongovernment organisations.
A3.2. integrate the courses offered by regional tertiary
education providers into the national and regional
cultural heritage management structure

A3. Establish regional co-ordination with NGO's and
international agencies for purposes of funding and
cooperation in activities

INTERVENTION LOGIC

Communications costs.
Training hand outs.

None.

None.
WWW server.
Filing cabinets, shelves.
None.

Travel.
Equipment
.
Consumables

None.
None.
Printing costs.

Travel.
Equipment.
Consumables

INCOME: Retail of issues
Note: the economic return will be small. All proceeds
shall go into the recurrent budget

National heritage officers, coordinated by
Regional Cultural Officer.

Staff

publications, 4 issues of the newsletter/yr, 4 issues of
the semi-professional journal/yr, 2 monographs/yr

26,500.00
2,000.00

7,000.00.

90,000.00

Publications have been
produced

National heritage officers as suppliers of
resources, coordinated by Regional Cultural
Officer
Consultants team experienced in setting up
WWW servers.

.

14,500.00

Use records/databases

Staff

Existence of an archive and records

Consumables

Equipment.

.

travel of university staff to meeting locality
(locality of the Regional Coordinating
Officer ).

NGO: None. (covered under CAC regular
meeting costs).

Travel
.

.

Regional Coordinating Officer and the Cultural
Advisory Council.
Training to be held on occasions of each of
the CAC meetings to reduce costs.

Memoranda of
Agreements, joint
projects (reports)

Costs

SOURCES OF
VERIFICATION

Staff

Co-operation between institutions and government/ nongovernment organisations

Resources

OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS
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Contributions are
provided and the
distribution of the
newsletter reaches the
audience

Case studies and
publications do not have
a too narrow a focus;.

ASSUMPTIONS

FINAL

ACTIVITY

REPORT • LOGFRAME

MATRIX

B2.1. Train a National & Provincial Planning Policy Task
Force to organise and facilitate provincial conventions.
B2.2. Establish a National & Provincial Planning Policy
Task Force

B2. Provincial Cultural Conventions provide high status
focus for cultural matters

acquired (for national convention).
Tapes, Paper,
Printing costs for briefing documents

Equipment.
Consumables

Consumables

Equipment.

Travel.

.

Staff

Training materials

Training to be performed by Roving Regional
Planning & Policy Task Force with
assistance by consultants if required.

Provincial Cultural Convention held in at least two
provinces per participating country










255,000.00

16,000.00

Policy documents, reports
of meetings and
conventions

National Policy Review team to location.
Travel assistance for stake holders on the
provincial level.

Travel

.

National & Provincial Planning Policy Task
Force , with respective provincial
coordinators in charge.

Policy documents, reports
of meetings

Policy documents,
reports of policy
workshops, reports of
national and provincial
conventions

340,000.00

Costs

SOURCES OF
VERIFICATION

Staff

Provincial Cultural Policies passed by relevant bodies

B1. Provincial cultural policies formulated

B1.1. Conduct intra-organisational (provincial
institutions) review of cultural policies to bring these
policies into line with the newly agreed national
policy.
B1.2. Conduct two seven-day Provincial Cultural
Convention with 30 participants in each of the
participating countries aimed at developing a Provincial
Cultural Policy.
B1.3. Coordinate a Provincial Cultural Convention

National and Provincial Cultural Policies developed and
formulatd

B. Formulate an overarching national policy governing
cultural heritage and provincial cultural policies in a fashion
that is in compliance with the national cultural policy
without having a deleterious effect on the provinces
aspirations

ACTIVITY

staff have been hired Fiji (1), Solomon Islands (2),
Vanuatu (2)

A6 Establish a staff supplementation scheme for Fiji, the
Solomon Islands and Vanuatu

Resources

OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS

ACTIVITY

INTERVENTION LOGIC
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Willingness to translate
the findings and
resolutions of the
provincial cultural
convention into binding
provincial cultural policy

Political will exists to
implement provincial
cultural policy

ASSUMPTIONS

FINAL

ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY

REPORT • LOGFRAME

MATRIX

B4.1. Train a Roving Regional Planning & Policy Task
Force to organise and facilitate provincial conventions.
B4.2. Establish a Roving Regional Planning & Policy
Task Force

B4. National Cultural Convention provides high status focus
for cultural matters

B3.1. Conduct intra-organisational review of cultural
policies to bring these policies into line with the newly
agreed national policy.
B3.2. Conduct a seven-day National Cultural Convention
with 35 participants in each of the participating
countries aimed at developing a National Cultural
Policy.
B3.3. Coordinate a National Cultural Convention

B3. National cultural policies formulated

INTERVENTION LOGIC

5 Audiotape recorders
White boards etc.
Tapes, Paper,
Printing costs for briefing documents
Communication costs.

Equipment
.
Consumables

.
Training materials

Equipment.
Consumables

Training to be performed by consultants
Heritage Management/Policy experts (3).

Travel
.

.

255,000.00









39,000.00

media coverage of
conventions

Travel Australia/NZ and back (3)
Travel of regional participants to training
location (2 from each country, same people
as planning coordinators).

Staff

National Cultural Convention held in each participating
country with broad stakeholder participation

.











Policy documents, reports
of meetings and
conventions;.

Travel of members of Roving Regional
Planning Policy Task Force to location.
Travel assistance for stake holders on the
national level.

Travel

.

Roving Regional Planning & Policy Task
Force, with respective national coordinators
in charge.

Policy documents, reports
of meetings and
conventions

Costs

SOURCES OF
VERIFICATION

Staff

National Cultural Policies passed by relevant bodies

Resources

OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS
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Roving Regional
Planning Policy Task
Force established

Willingness to translate
the findings and
resolutions of the
national cultural
convention into binding
national cultural policy

ASSUMPTIONS

FINAL

ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY

REPORT • LOGFRAME

MATRIX

C2.1. Provincial heritage law amended (if necessary) to
make it reflective of the province's cultural policies.
C2.2. Conduct a review of provincial heritage legislation

C2. Provincial heritage legislation updated

National Heritage Legislation Review Group
(cultural heritage management officers and
national attorney general/national legal
drafting authority)
Provincial Legal counsels
Provincial cultural heritage management
officers.
Travel of provincial legal counsels and cultural
heritage management officers to attend
training in capital city.
None.
Review materials

Staff

Travel

Equipment.
Consumables

.

.

10,000.00

.

.












23,500.00

Printed legislation; draft
bills

Printing costs for training booklets/brochures
and production costs for video

None.

None.

.

Reports of training
workshops;
training materials

Review documents,
meeting reports, draft
legislation, final
legislation

Costs

SOURCES OF
VERIFICATION

National Heritage Legislation Review Group
Public Education Curriculum Development
Team.

National legislation formulated (enacted)

Consumables

Equipment.

Travel.

.

Staff

Successful conduct of training course(s)

C1. Law enforcement agencies briefed/trained

C1.1. Conduct training courses for national and provincial
law enforcement agencies.
C1.2. Conduct training courses for the regional judiciary.
C1.3. Develop training materials to conduct training
courses in cultural heritage legislation

Provincial Legislation reviwed and enacted;.
National Legislation reviwed and enacted

Resources

OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS

C. Ensure that heritage legislation reflects the countries'
needs at the threshold of the third millennium to adequately
protect and manage their heritage in the face of increasing
pressures by economic and social development

INTERVENTION LOGIC
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Regional Heritage
Legislation Review Group
has been established

Review guidelines and
notes have been produced.

Framework for an
effective in-country
review of national and/or
provincial heritage
legislation has been
developed.

wilingness to enact the
legislation

Training materials have
been developed.

ASSUMPTIONS

FINAL

ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY

REPORT • LOGFRAME

MATRIX

C5.1. Establish a Regional Heritage Legislation Review
Group.

C5. Regional heritage legislation review group established

C4.1. Establish a set of regionally agreed upon minimum
standards for heritage legislation

C4. Set of regional minimum legislative standards developed

C3.1. National heritage law amended (if necessary) to
make it reflective of the (new) national cultural policy.
C3.2. Conduct a review of national heritage legislation.
C3.3. Develop framework for an effective in-country
review of national and/or provincial heritage
legislation

C3. National heritage legislation updated

INTERVENTION LOGIC

Review materials (

None.

p

activity 3.3.)

Review materials (
1.3.3.)

Consumables

None.
None.
None.

Equipment.
Consumables

None.

Meeting reports, progress
reports

8,400.00

2. national attorney generals/national legal
drafting authorities (1/country).

1. national cultural heritage management
officers (1/country).

Travel.

.

Staff
.

Regional heritage legislation review group active in the
development of national laws as well as regional
standards

activity

None.

Equipment.

p

Regional Heritage Legislation Review
Group.

Staff
.

23,500.00

Printed standards and
guidelines for
implementation

1x team member form each country to each
other country.












Printed legislation; draft
bills

Costs

SOURCES OF
VERIFICATION

Regional Heritage Legislation Review Group.

Utilisation of these standards in the development/
redrafting of national legislation

Consumables

Equipment.

Travel
.

Staff
.

National legislation formulated (enacted)

Resources

OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS
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Regional heritage
legislation advisory
group established

Regional Heritage
Legislation Review Group
has been established

Review guidelines and
notes have been produced.

Framework for an
effective in-country
review of national and/or
provincial heritage
legislation has been
developed.

wilingness to enact the
legislation

ASSUMPTIONS

FINAL

ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY

REPORT • LOGFRAME

MATRIX

D1.1. empower CHM entities to carry out internal
planning effort w.r.t. staffing training needs,
community, compliant with and complementing the
national and provincial planning goals.
D1.2. Review activities of each cultural heritage
management agency in the national heritage framework
and review the impact (positive and negative) of the
current 5-year economic development plan on the
cultural heritage manifestations in the country.
D1.3. Enhance planning capabilities of the various
government and non government agencies and
institutions enhanced
Consumables

Equipment.

Travel.

Staff

Review performed by 3 members of the
National Heritage Planning Team plus five
members of the agency under review

None apart from
time donation

five-year plan document,
meeting reports

Planning documents,
plan reviews, annual
budgets

Training to be performed by National Heritage
Planning Team.

Five year action plan exists as formal document

D1. Develop five-year action plan for each cultural heritage
management agencydeveloped

None.

None.

None.

3. extra-regional experts serving in a
honorary capacity as advisers to the group.

2. national attorney generals/national legal
drafting authorities.

None.

Meeting reports, progress
reports

Costs

SOURCES OF
VERIFICATION

1. national cultural heritage management
officers.

Provincial Cultural Management Plan operative
National Cultural Management Plan operative

Consumables

Equipment.

Travel.

.

.

Staff
.

Regional heritage legislation advisory group active in
the development of national laws as well as regional
standards

Resources

OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS

D. Develop a cohesive national and provincial planning
framework permitting the management and development of a
nation’s cultural heritage at the national and provincial level

C6.1. Establish a Regional Heritage Legislation Advisory
Group

C6. Regional heritage legislation advisory group established

INTERVENTION LOGIC
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ASSUMPTIONS

FINAL

ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY

REPORT • LOGFRAME

MATRIX

D4. 1. Conduct Regional training project to enhance
national planning capacity in heritage and cultural
management

D4. Regional and National capacity to develop cultural
heritage management plans enhanced

D2.1. Develop a five-year national cross-sectoral heritage
management plan.
D2.2. Review past national heritage management efforts
formally.
D2.3. Set up and train national planning teams (to
continue later as an inter-departmental committees to
synchronise the activities).

D3.1. Five-year national cross-sectoral heritage management
plan developed

D2.1. Develop a five-year provincial cross-sectoral
heritage management plan.
D2.2. Review past provincial heritage management efforts
formally.
D2.3. Set up and train provincial planning teams (to
continue later as an inter-departmental committees to
synchronise the activities).

D2. Five-year provincial cross-sectoral heritage management
plan developed

INTERVENTION LOGIC

Consumables

Equipment
.

.

Travel

.

Staff

None (paid for in policy development project).

Travel Australia/NZ and back (3)
Travel regional participants to training
location (2 from each country, same people
as policy coordinators).

Training to be performed by team of
consultants
Heritage Management/Planning experts (3).

Training materials

Training:
23,000.00

None apart from
time donation.

16,500.00

Reports of planning
workshops

Staff drawn from national agencies and trained
by the Roving Regional Planning Task
Force

To be coordinated and performed by National
Heritage Planning Team in collaboration
with the Roving Regional Planning Task
Force.

Successful conduct of planning exercise

Consumables

Equipment.

Travel.

.

Staff

Plan under implementation

Consumables

Equipment.

Training:
23,000.00

None apart from
time donation.

Planning documents

Staff drawn from provincial and national
agencies and trained by the Roving
Regional Planning Task Force

Travel.

.

To be coordinated and performed by National
Heritage Planning Team in collaboration
with the relevant provincial planning team.

Planning documents;.
Review documents

Costs

SOURCES OF
VERIFICATION

Staff

Plans under implementation;.
Reviews conducted

Resources

OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS
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Cross-sectoral agreement
and willingness to
develop plan

Cross-sectoral willingness to implement plan

Cross-sectoral willingness to implement plan

ASSUMPTIONS

FINAL

ACTIVITY

REPORT • LOGFRAME

MATRIX

E1.2 Develop locally produced curriculum materials for
secondary schools.

Laptop computers (5x) (1/country)
Laser printers (5x)(1/country)
Repromachines/copiers (5x)(1/country)
Digital cameras (5x)(1/country)
Software (DTP, Graphics) (5x)(1/country).

Equipment

Consumables

Equipment.

Travel
.

.

Staff

Consumables

.

.

Paper
Toner

costs included in above (1.4.1.).

1x each country to each other country.

Advice to be furnished by the Public Education
Curriculum Development Advisory Board.

Paper
Toner
Equipment maintenance

1x team member from each country to each
other country
National curriculum experts (2) to
demonstration site
Repetition on a national level 3x (3
people).

Travel

.

Regional Curriculum Materials Development
Team
2 National Curriculum experts.

16,500.00

23,500.00



 69,500.00


.

Source materials,
textbooks, teaching aids

Curricula; sample lesson
plans; textbooks,
teaching aids,
exhibitions, public
education programmes
teaching resources; Joint
projects

Costs

SOURCES OF
VERIFICATION

Staff

Teaching materials have been produced

E1. Locally produced curriculum materials and resources
available in local languages where appropriate

E1.1. Develop locally produced curriculum materials for
elementary and primary levels.

All formal education contains references to traditional
culture

Resources

OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS

E. Ensure that cultural heritage is embedded as a significant
component in all forms and stages of education and
cooperation between educational institutions and cultural
agencies/authorties has been established

INTERVENTION LOGIC
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National curriculum
review conducted and new
curriculum complete
(nearly complete)

ASSUMPTIONS

FINAL

ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY

REPORT • LOGFRAME

MATRIX

E4.1 Revise existing primary school/elementary school
curriculum.

E3.1 Training both pre-service and in-service teachers to
teach in vernacular languages where appropriate.
E3.2. Conduct recruitment drive to employ local language
proficient staff for under represented areas/languages.
E3.3. Training both pre-service and in-service teachers the
skills to introduce English as a second language rather
than ‘immersion’ and use as language of instruction.
E3.4. Development of a set of teacher training resource
kits.
E3.5. Development of a teacher training module to
empower the teachers to develop their own culturally
appropriate teaching strategies and resources
E4. Culturally sensitive primary school curricula
development

Media broadcasting costs.

Consumables

None.
None.
None.

Travel.
Equipment.
Consumables

National Curriculum Task Force,
Regional Curriculum Development Team.
Members of the task force to the meeting
locations.
None.
None.

Staff
.
Travel
.
Equipment.
Consumables

Primary curriculum

3,300.00

3,300.00

16,500.00

Curricula, sample lesson
plans,

Regional Curriculum Materials Development
Team, Ministry of Education and the Staff of
the Teacher Training College in the course
of their normal duties.

.

.

.

(funds to elders as
recognition)
.

6,700.00.

Training plans, source
materials

Staff

Teacher training enables teachers to teach cultural studies
as a subject as well as a component in other subjects

None.

Equipment.

National Ministry of Education and Teacher
Training Colleges.
None.

.
Travel.

.

Staff

E2.1 Devise strategies that value and incorporate the role
of traditional elders in the transmission of cultural
heritage.
E2.2 Devise strategies that encourage traditional
communities/individuals to share and explain the
significance of their cultural heritage to others (of the
same cultural group and where possible, also beyond).
E2.3. Conduct a public education campaign to dispel the
myth that school teachers are employed as 'know alls'
and that, therefore, teachers asking traditional skill
teachers to come and teach a lesson is a loss of face
E3. Culturally sensitive teacher training curricula
developement

Meeting reports, teachers
reports, register of local
expertise

Costs

SOURCES OF
VERIFICATION

Cultural Heritage Lead Agency assisted by the
Regional Curriculum Materials
Development Team.

Network of cultural resource persons established

Resources

OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS

E2. A 'living' teaching resource base developed

INTERVENTION LOGIC
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Desirable:
Cultural Management
Plan has been drawn up

National Cultural policy
has been debated
(written).

National curriculum
review conducted and new
curriculum complete
(nearly complete)

National curriculum
review conducted and new
curriculum complete
(nearly complete)

ASSUMPTIONS

FINAL

ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY

REPORT • LOGFRAME

MATRIX

E7.1. Develop programmes for the urban youth to relearn
traditional cultural skills.
E7.2. Encourage the use of traditional skills and practices
as income generator (via import substitution).

E7. Urban youth programmes developed

E6.1. a compulsory foundation subject on cultural heritage
issues to be offered by all regional Pacific universities

E6. Develop a compulsory foundation subject on cultural
matters for regional tertiary courses

E5.1 Revise existing secondary school curriculum.

E5 Culturally sensitive secondary school curricula
development

INTERVENTION LOGIC

None.
None.

Equipment.
Consumables

Consumables

Equipment.

Travel.

Staff.

Consumables

Equipment.

Travel.

National curriculum teams

Potential collaborators:
University of Papua New Guinea
University of the South Pacific
Solomon Islands College for Higher
Education
ORSTOM
Charles Sturt University

Members of the task force to the meeting
locations.

Travel
.

Staff.

National Curriculum Task Force,
Regional Curriculum Development Team.

to be funded
through a small
grant

17,300.00

Curricula, sample lesson
plans,

Costs

SOURCES OF
VERIFICATION

Staff
.

Secondary school curriculum considered

Resources

OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS
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ASSUMPTIONS

FINAL

ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY

REPORT • LOGFRAME

MATRIX

E9.1. Expand the public education potential of the local
TV.
E9.2. Improve the ability to utilise the radio as a medium
for the dissemination of cultural information.
E9.3. Conduct training for the Regional Public Education
Curriculum Development Team.
E9.4.Establish a Regional Public Education Curriculum
Development Team. Composition: one cultural officer
and one curriculum development specialist nominated
by each country Regional/extra-regional experts drawn
from the Public Education Curriculum Development
Advisory Board as needed.
E9.5. Establish a Public Education Curriculum
Development Advisory Board

Printing costs for posters, lamination costs

Consumables

Consumables

Training materials

None (paid for in policy development project).

Equipment
.

.

Travel Australia/NZ and back (2)
Travel regional participants to training
location (2 from each country, same people
as policy coordinators).

Training to be performed by team of
consultants
Heritage Management/Planning experts (2).

Public Education Curriculum Development
Team.

Travel

.

Staff
.

18,500.00













33,000.00

Presence of cultural
centres

.

Equipment.

Cultural programmes have been established or plans for
such programmes have been devised

.

Public Education Curriculum Development
Team.

Travel.

.

.

Staff

E8.1. Develop a semi-professional publication series for
distribution in regional cultural centres and secondary
schools.
E8.2. Promote the idea of the private sector developing
topical displays germane to their line of business.
E8.3. Develop generic public education materials to be
used as moving/permanent displays in public places,
print media productions and resource materials for
tourists, tour guides and tourism operators.
E8.4. Develop information packages for local
communities to appreciate the impacts economic
development projects.
E8.5. Develop public education materials for for national
and provincial law enforcement agencies ; the regional
judiciary and for developers
E9 Development of cultural programmes that cater for nonformal education

Public education materials
(brochures, booklets,
video/audio tapes,
exhibition panels)

Costs

SOURCES OF
VERIFICATION

National heritage officers, coordinated by
Regional Cultural Officer.

Public education materials are available to interested
parties

Resources

OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS

E8 Execute demonstration projects show casing the
development of public education materials

INTERVENTION LOGIC
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Private sector agrees on
meetings and is amenable
to the general ideas.

ASSUMPTIONS

FINAL

F1. Regional technical infrastructure to effectively conduct
in-depth impact reviews assessments established

ACTIVITY

REPORT • LOGFRAME

MATRIX

F1.1. Establish a national and regional GIS capability to
enable the heritage management agencies to compare
and combine various relevant data sets (soil,
vegetation, erosion, precipitation, archaeological site
distribution etc. etc.) when conducting an impact
assessment.
F1.2. Establish the data network required to coordinate the
impact management networks.
F1.3. Establish a library of development and impact
assessment case studies

F. Ensure that agencies possess the skills and technology to
adequately assess the impact of development projects and of
local communities understand and appreciate the
implications various types of development will have on
them

ACTIVITY

INTERVENTION LOGIC

Pentium 100x Computer systems (5x)
GIS software.(5x)
Printer.(5x)
Global Positioning Systems, hand held
(10x)
Global Positioning Systems,
base station (5x).

Equipment

Consumables

Training materials

Travel of participants to training location.

.

.

Travel Australia/NZ and back (3)
Travel regional participants to training
location.

Trainees: Regional Cultural Heritage
Management SWAT team to be augmented
by national impact management staff

Training to be performed by team of
consultants Heritage Management/ GIS
experts (3) (inc. local/regional expertise
where possible).
17,200.00

27,640.00.











Equipment used as part of
impact assessments

Sample impact review
documents; office files,
reports on staekholder
meetings

Costs

SOURCES OF
VERIFICATION

Travel

.

Staff

Equipment purchased and staff trained

Technology (GIS/GPS) has been established;
demonstration projects have been carried out;

Resources

OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS
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ASSUMPTIONS

FINAL

ACTIVITY

REPORT • LOGFRAME

MATRIX

F2.1.1. Publication of the results of the impact
assessments and reviews on the several levels.
F2.1.2. Formal review of the findings of the field study of
the impact assessment and the determination of the
impact of the proposed development in a provincial and
national context.
F2.1.3. Conduct five (5) demonstration projects of
integrated impact assessment w.r.t. archaeological/
historical, and social facets.
F2.1.4. Establish a Regional SWAT team comprised of
one indigenous archaeologist from each country
F2.2. Training of cultural heritage officers in impact
assessment and threat evaluation:
F2.3. Training of cultural heritage officers in techniques
and strategies to educate and inform communities
potentially affected by development projects.
F2.4. Training of cultural heritage officers in techniques
and strategies to negotiate with developers and impact
assessment experts hired by developers

F2.1. Execution of demonstration projects of integrated
impact assessment.

F2. Regional technical capability to conduct in-depth impact
reviews and assessments enhanced

INTERVENTION LOGIC

Training to be performed by team of
consultants
Heritage Management/ impact assessment
experts (3).

Staff

Consumables

Equipment.

.

Travel

.

Training materials

None.

Travel Australia/NZ and back (3)
Travel regional participants to training
location.

(inc. local/regional expertise where possible).

Various excavation and survey gear

Consumables

.

None.

Equipment.

.

Regional Cultural Heritage Management
SWAT team two members to each other
country,
travel of two national members in each
country from the capital to the location of
field work.

10 locally hired staff as field assistants.

Regional Cultural Heritage Management
SWAT team to be augmented by impact
management staff from the host nation.











46,500.00





 240,000.00



.

Sample impact field
studies and survey reports

Costs

SOURCES OF
VERIFICATION

Travel

.

Staff
.

Resources

OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS
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ASSUMPTIONS

FINAL

ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY

REPORT • LOGFRAME

MATRIX

G2. 1.Authority to the Regional Coordinating Officer
(upon 'walk-through' approval with a quorum of CAC
members) to offer emergency help up to a maximum of
ECU 10,000.

G2. Rapid response to emergency funding needs

G1.1. Offer small heritage grants to a maximum of ECU
10,000 /grant, target mean grant level of ECU 5,000.
ECU 67,000 pa. to be dispersed in two funding rounds
50:50

Small grants funded

G1. Increased funding of a variety of projects

None.
Communications costs.

Equipment.
Consumables








454,000.00

Regional Coordinating Officer to coordinate
and oversee Cultural Advisory Council to
approve via phone/mail.
None.
None.
Communications costs.

Staff

Travel.
Equipment.
Consumables

if need arises funds
taken from
above second
(or first)
funding round

Grant reports,
applications, meeting
reports

None. Funding Meetings will coincide with
regular CAC meetings.

Travel
.

Variety of Grants funded

Regional Coordinating Officer to coordiniate
and oversee
Cultural Advisory Council to approve.

Grant reports,
applications, meeting
reports

Grant reports,
applications, meeting
reports

Staff

Consumables

Equipment.

Travel.

10,000.00

Costs

SOURCES OF
VERIFICATION

Public Education Team and CHM agencies

Grants successfully administered

Staff.

Resources

OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS

F3.1. Enhance community capabilities to assess the
impact of proposed developments.
F3.1.1. Develop a public education programme to
empower local communities to reach informed decisions
by being able to undertake their own low-level threat
assessments.
F3.1.2. Public education programme to educate the local
community on the significance and importance of
places and traditions and the impact various types of
development may/will have.
F3.1.3. Continue to enhance the fieldworker programmes
to ensure that local communities continue to have a
visible and perceived involvement in the national
heritage management effort
G. Establish a small heritage grants scheme

F3. Regional impact management capability at the
community interface enhanced

INTERVENTION LOGIC

Matrix 1. LOGFRAME Matrix Melanesian Cultural Heritage Management (MCHM) Programme
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Resources

OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS

Matrix 1. LOGFRAME Matrix Melanesian Cultural Heritage Management (MCHM) Programme

Costs

SOURCES OF
VERIFICATION
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ASSUMPTIONS
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No regional coordination
of university offerings
w.r.t. to heritage and
culture

St

Limited priority
by national
governments

af
fin

No dedicated Pacific
heritage
degreeoffered by
local universities

g

No consolidated
policy on NGO
activities

Limited funding
for positions

Losing skilled staff
due to poaching by
other agencies

Too few scholarships
for training and
tertiary education

No proactive
research agenda by
CHM Agencies
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a r ls
s e tro
R e on
c

Few staff
positions

Shallow and narrow
staff base

NGO's have not been
tied into the CHM
planning and policy
process

Ideological co
the objective
and the obje
CHM Au
(for ex. chur

Too few cooperative
agreements between
CHM agencies and
universities/museums

Few skilled
staff

Students and staff
of regional
universities
underutilised

NGO's unaware of
impact on cultural
heritage
Limited control
over research

Few NGO's active
in heritage
management field
Some small scale
projects are not
conducted

Foreign research
does not fully
benefit country

Not all research
results are returned
to the country

Side benefit of
NGO projects not
utilised

Actions by NGO's
contradict the
CHM eforts

l
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o
ti in
a n
N lan
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Limited rigorous
CHM planning

Limited holistic
planning efforts

View
predominate
heritage is n
'plannable' e

C

O
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Limited Agency
Planning Skills

l
No proactive impact
review assessing
issues at a policy and
planning level

Stakeholder
consultation is
inadequate
Forestry policy
and logging
targets endanger
heritage resources

Mining projects and
related infrastructure
endanger heritage
resources

No systematic
performance
review processes in
place

No systematic
performance
review processes in
place

Limited long-term
planning and vision

Limited
prioritisation of
issues

Personal interests
of staff determine
actions

CHM actions often
driven by external
impetus

Limited assessment
of future needs and
measures to achieve
them

Needs assessment for
CHM Management
and research has not
been carried out
comprehensively

Fractionation of the
wider CHM field
coming under
various line
ministries

CHM Planning on
national, povincial
and local level is not
coodinated

Diferent data sets are
not fully integrated
and extent of exant
data is not known

Limited integration
of planning efforts
with stakeholder
ministries (Education/ tourism)

Duplication of
some CHM efforts

Some CHM efforts
are not carried out
in belief the other
party will do so

St vo
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Road and other
infrastructure
projects endanger
heritage resources

Conflict between
national and
provincial agencies
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e in
g n
A lan
P

G
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N

al conflict between
tives of the NGO
objectives of the
M Authorities
church teachings)

Limited integration of
planning efforts with
ministries posed to affect
heritage management

Tou
prop
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Limited regional
coordination of heritage
programmes and efforts

Po
lic
y

Limited comprehensive
national cultural policy

No regional programme
to exchange information
on artefact trade and
major developers

No regional
minimum standard
for CHM legislation
in place

Limited comprehensive national
approach to cultural
heritage management

Limited provision for a
regional CHM library/
information archive

No processes for
systematic CHM
review framework
in place
Limited Direction
from national
cultural policy

Limitations in skills
to develop cultural
policies

g
is
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o

Few comprehensive provincial cultural policies

National legislation is
not comprehensive
and allows
duplication of efforts

Le

s

Limited access to a
variety of best
practice studies and
examples

Need for provincial
cultural policies not
fully recognised

n

Limited planning
skills by CHM
professionals drawn
from academic
fields

Legislation does
not cater for
modern threats to
heritage
Limited CHM skills by
macro-planning
professionals drawn
from economic /
planning departments

ew
nates that
is not a
le' entity

Enabling legislation
does not always
define mandate and
responsibilities of
agencies

Provincial legis-lation
is not com-prehensive
and not tied into the
national legislative
framework

Limitations of regional
cooperation to manage
and respond to
multinational
development agencies

Sector plans drawn
up by planning
officials
Provincial laws
are too restrictive

Provincial laws
are often outdated
and or not
comprehensive

Limited CHM input
in National fiveyear sector plans

e

r
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ld n
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a lv
St vo
n

Limited impact
management
training

Tourism policy
proposes actions
detrimental to
CHM objectives

Limited a GIS
capability within the
heritage management
agencies
Limitations in best
practice responses
Limited capability to

Devel

R

Ed
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a
ti
o
n

No overarchin
public educati
policy

Public education
w.r.t. CHM is
insufficient

Limited public
education w.r.t. development controls and CHM
impact assessments

w me
La ce
r

fo

n
t
No regional
professional
monograph series

Navy patrol boat
crews not aware of
heritage legislation

Heritage is not
seen as important
enough to enforce

Law enforcement
officers are often not
fully aware of the
significance of heritage

Law enforcement
capacity is limited

Limited ability to

Limited stakeholder
involvement at the
local level

Very large area of
coast line that is
hard to police

Poor community
awareness of significance
of material held in public
hand

Absence of a regional
database publishing
items a risk

Limited comprehension
of impact of develop

UNSOLVABLE
CONDITION
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u on
m ti
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C du
E

evelopers claim

Limitations to
national and
provincial policy

En

t nt
c e
a
p em
Im ag
n
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M

Limited understanding
of CHM needs and
importance of heritage
by law enforcement
agencies

Communities do not
understand the importance
of heritage on the
provincial and national
level

Community no longer
appreciates the value of

Few site reports
and management
lans are formally
published

No overarching
cultural education
policy

rching
cation
y

Limited awareness
of other countries'
experiences

Limited policy w.r.t to
respective roles of
formal school and
community education

Mismatched
expectations on
both sides

Mismatched
expectations of
teachers' roles between
local community and
Dept of Education

Limited cooperation
between heritage
authorities and
curriculum
development agencies

No national public
education strategy

No regional
cultural heritage
newsletter

Community
unaware of heritage
actions taken

No regional semiprofessional
journal

Much of the research
and management
work goes unreported
(to a wider audience)

Few school
programs on
traditional cultural
heritage issues

Few primary and
secondary text
books focussing on
traditional cultural
heritage issues

English readers at
secondary level
often dot use
traditional/regional
theme as examples

Few semiprofessional resource
books for the general
public and the
education market
Teachers are
seen as 'know
all's and often
not supported

Teachers have status
as 'know alls' and do
not ask for help to
avoid loss of face

Contribution by
the elders has not
been formally
recognised

Since t
paid, e
longe
teac

Avaliable teaching
resources are very
limited

Western educa
as a replacee
inadequate to
cultural i

OUTSIDE THE
PURVIEW OF
THE STUDY
Limited appreciation of the
significance of cultural affairs
by the Education Departments
and limited appreciation of the
significance of school education
by the CHM agencies
Comparatively few
children go on to
secondary school

Local broadcasting
and media controls
or minimum content
standards are absent

Increasing
urbanisation
School system sends
mixed messages,
devaluing traditional
cultural activities
Little emphasis to
recruit teachers
from all areas

nce teachers are
id, elders do no
onger wish to
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Adults send mixed
messages, devaluing
traditional cultural
activities

Influence of nontraditional values
through various
media during child
hood

Influence and wholesale acceptance of
non-traditional values
through various media
during adult hood

Primary school
teachers do not
come from local
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ral identity

Traditional
transmission of
knowledge has been
interrupted.

Local cultural content
of print, radio and TV
media is limited and
event driven

Selective
reaffirmation of
cultural values

Increased risk of
intercultural and
ethnic conflicts

Traditional skills
are being lost
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Heritage authorities
are being charged
commercial rates for
radio spots

Secondary school
curricula have very
little provincial or
local cultural content

d

School system teaches
primary school in
English by immersion
rather than English as
a second language

e

National media policy is
not comprehensive and
does not take cultural
affairs into account

M

Cultural activities and
issues are relegated to a
single event, such as culture week, rather than
pervading the entire
curriculum

t

Traditional content
depends on teacher
enthusiasm and
skills/knowledge
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C ve
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Primary curriculum
does not emphasise
significance of
cultural values

Large number of
local languages and
cultures serviced by
a small number of
secondary schools

Local Television and
radio have been
privatised

conducted

benefit country

to the country

Some groups of
resources have not
been documented

Uneven approach
to heritage issues

Uncertainty about
the state and extent
of the resource base

Inadequate
collections policy

Uncertainty about the
level and nature of
social and economic
development threats to
the resource base

Museum colections
are uneven

Limited proactive
impact
management

Acquisit
seredi

Limited interagency
cooperation

National M
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necessary f

Limited skil
opportunity
into grant f

Limited Grant
Writing Skills

Not all gra
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Limited fu
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Limited capability to
overlay environmental &
archaeological/ anthropological information in
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Limited capability
to effectively
negotiate with
developers

uisition is often
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Enforcement is not
always possible

Limitations in the
maximum response
to development
pressures
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D
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Inadequate
disaster planning
efforts

Occurrence of
natural disasters
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Only few EIS/AIS
are conducted
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UNSOLVABLE
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Fu

skills and
nity to tap
ant funds

National Museum
cannot acquire
artefacts for
national collection

Absence of cultural
heritage Small Grants
Scheme (except SPCF)

Natural disasters
impact on heritage
places

Development
projects impact on
heritage places and
cultural traditions

Heritage places
are damaged and
destroyed

Urban and
infrastructure
development caused
by population growth

Devel
ig

evelopers claim
ignorance

of impact of develop
projects on local
communities

appreciates the value of
the items in place
(within the community)

Limited ability to
determine which
items have been
smuggled

t
c
fa
e e
rt d
A Tra

High price paid
by dealers

Artefacts are sold
by the local
community to
overseas interests

Artefacts are
smuggled out of
the country
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